Let's Try It
When it comes to preparing and trying complex plaintiff cases,
we have the experience and the resources —
just ask Antoinette Walter.
Negligence: Pharmacy Malpractice
Case:
Antoinette Walter v. Wal-Mart Pharmacy

Court:
Maine Superior Court, Knox County

Verdict:
Verdict for Plaintiff in the amount of $550,000.

Attorney:
Steven D. Silin, Berman & Simmons, for the
Plaintiff.

Facts:
Plaintiff, 81 years old, was diagnosed with a
form of lymphoma and prescribed a chemotherapy drug by her oncologist for its treatment.
She took the prescription to her local Wal-Mart
store where it was filled, unbeknownst to her,
with a related but different and stronger cancer
drug. Plaintiff began taking the drug and over

the course of the next several weeks developed
progressively concerning side effects, secondary
to bone marrow suppression. After one month,
Plaintiff experienced internal bleeding and had
to be hospitalized for five weeks during which
time she received numerous transfusions.
Plaintiff also experienced multiple infections as
a result of the suppression to her immune system, and claimed that she was left with some
residual weakness. Defendant acknowledged
that he misfiled the original prescription but
denied liability, arguing that Plaintiff was
responsible for failing to follow up earlier
with her physician, as instructed, in the face
of the side effects she experienced.

If you have significant cases in which you
are considering associating with another law
firm, call Berman & Simmons today.
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Clarification: Craig Francis, pictured on the cover of
the winter 2005 issue and identified as the first enrolled
Passamaquoddy member to complete law school and
be admitted to the Maine bar (in 2003), may have been
preceded to the courthouse. He has relied on the tribal
census department to confirm his status, describing himself
as “the first enrolled Passamaquoddy tribal member with
only Passamaquoddy blood to have grown up on the reservation, to have graduated from law school, and to have
passed the Maine Bar exam.” However, Tina Farrenkopf,
also an enrolled member of the Passamaquoddy Tribe
from Sipayik (Pleasant Point), notes that she is a graduate
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Article editors: Andre J. Hungerford, Brett Baber
of the University of Maine School of Law who was admitted to
the Maine bar in 1997. Now associate director of the National
Tribal Justice Resource Center in Boulder, Colorado, she
worked previously as the Passamaquoddy Joint Tribal Council
legal advisor and as Pleasant Point’s court administrator and
clerk of courts. She also told the Bar Journal of a Maine Law
student who graduated a few years behind her, Laura Brooks,
an enrolled member of tribe’s Princeton reservation who is
practicing law in Arizona.
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When your clients
need expert guidance
BERRY, DUNN, MCNEIL & PARKER

BUSINESS VALUATION GROUP
• Nationally certified valuators
• A team with years of valuation
experience
• Access to industry expertise
of the largest CPA and
consulting firm in northern
New England

A WIDE RANGE OF SERVICES:

• Multiple locations to serve
your clients

� Litigation and Expert Witness Consulting
� Lost Profit and Damage Determination
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� Fraud and Defalcation Analysis
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� Estate and Gift Tax Valuation and Consulting
� Shareholder/Partner Disputes
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President’s
page
Balancing security and freedom
by Meris Bickford

I

suppose it is not mere
coincidence that nearly
all visual or physical
representations of justice
utilize a scale and, often, a
sword. The symbolic figure
holding one or both of these
is most commonly known
as Themis, a Greek mythological goddess, synonymous with the balancing that always is
present as we go about our daily professional work. Whether
we are balancing the rights of the government against the
rights of the individual or balancing the need for personal
time against the siren call of more time at the office, we as
lawyers make balancing tests an integral part of our lives.
As we join with the American Bar Association in recognizing our citizen juries, the absolute cornerstone of the
American trial system, during Juror Appreciation Week (May
2–6), we should also take time to consider the competing
interests that must be balanced in the need for better security at our courts and the right of public access to our judicial
institutions. In thanking those who serve on our trial juries
for performing an essential role in our system of justice, we
must also be cognizant of safeguarding their rights of privacy
and safety.
Those concerns have given rise to LD 157 here in Maine.
The measure as proposed significantly limits the dissemination of information about jurors—information that is
currently available to attorneys and others with an interest in
any particular trial.
Assuredly, the recent murders of a trial judge and other
court personnel in Atlanta, Georgia, together with the
unspeakably horrifying murders of family members of a

federal judge in Chicago and all the publicity attendant to
those tragic events have heightened recognition of the necessity for greater security in our Maine courts. It is likely, too,
judges everywhere are examining the security measures of
their personal lives, in order to minimize the possibility of an
attack on their loved ones. As a judicial spouse, I can verify
that it is frightening when disgruntled litigants contact your
home via mail or, worse yet, in person. As a judge’s spouse, I
experienced, first hand, the balancing of the free speech rights
of a litigant in a domestic matter against our rights of freedom
to peaceful enjoyment of our home, when the dissatisfied man
picketed our home one Father’s Day.
Physical access to judicial institutions is only one dimension of the matter; the other is access to information and
public records. Security concerns with regard to public information, which were appropriately raised following the terrorist
attacks of 9/11, have provided the basis for many federal
agencies closing the doors on public records. For example,
the Bureau of Transportation Statistics discontinued public
assess to its National Transportation Atlas Databases and the
North American Transportation Atlas, used by environmental
groups to assess the impacts of transportation proposals.
Reports relating to water quality are gone from the U.�S.
Geological Survey website. The Federal Aviation Administration removed a link to enforcement data that includes security
violations at the nation’s airports, and the Environmental
Protection Agency removed risk management plan records
for chemical plants and other facilities that store and use
chemicals. Although I am not aware that Maine’s government
agencies have yet undertaken a parallel set of information
security measures, there is certainly an increased scrutiny of
information that is publicly posted and available.
continued next page
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President’s page (continued)
Although, predictably, there is no easy answer to the question of how much access is too much access, I think it is fair to
say that the balance between security and public access is now
as delicate as it has ever been.
In this profession a great deal of effort goes into balancing
the interests of one entity, group, or individual against the
interests or rights of another. As we consider the needs of the
people to access institutions of judicial decision-making and
balance those needs against the rights of those present in the
same institutions to be secure from predictable violence, I
want to point out that our profession is the one that moves
institutional and social change forward. As lawyers in Maine,
and elsewhere, endeavor to understand and ameliorate the
root causes of violence while preserving the rights of all those
involved in violent activity—at least those who are left alive—
we must look to the relationship beetween human beings and
the natural world.
Maine, I have been told, is considered progressive with
respect to animal welfare. I find this notion shocking. If
Maine—a state whose voters recently refused to ban the
unconscionable baiting and slaughter of bears—is considered
to be progressive regarding animal rights, there should be little
mystery why our rate of domestic homicide continues to lead
the nation.
Mary Lou Randour, program director of Psychologists for
the Ethical Treatment of Animals, has reported research linking
animal abuse and criminal behavior. She cites a study examining two decades of records of the Massachusetts Society for
the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals that “identified 153 men
who had been prosecuted for animal cruelty and compared their
criminal records to a group of ‘next door neighbors’—men who
were similar in age, ethnic background, neighborhood, and
economic status. Their findings were convincing: men who
abused animals were five times more likely to have been arrested
for violence against humans, four times more likely to have
committed property crimes, and three times more likely to have
records for drug and disorderly conduct offenses.”
The American Humane Association has also explored the
link between violence to animals and violence to people. It has
reported several surveys: of pet-owning families with substan-
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tiated child abuse and neglect which found that animals were
abused in 88 percent of homes where child physical abuse was
present; of women seeking shelter at a safe house showing that
71 percent of those having pets affirmed that their partner
had threatened, hurt, or killed their companion animals,
and 32 percent of mothers reported that their children had
hurt or killed their pets; of violent offenders incarcerated in
a maximum-security prison finding they were significantly
more likely than nonviolent offenders to have committed
childhood acts of cruelty toward pets.
Whether you are an animal lover, an animal advocate, a
sportsman, a naturalist, or completely devoid of interest in
animals, the links between cruelty to animals and criminal
activity may pique your interest in examining the balance
between the rights of animals and of those who keep, cultivate,
harvest, or harm them. If we truly wish to address the causes
of domestic violence in our culture, we must look to the legal
and moral rights of all sentient beings. When rights of those
with no power—animals—are safeguarded in balance with
our own, I believe there will be fewer carnivores and a lot less
domestic violence.
In closing, I want to encourage readers of this President’s
Page, the most modest portion of the MSBA’s excellent Maine
Bar Journal, to join us at the MSBA Summer Meeting, June
23–25 in Bar Harbor. Once again we will gather at the beautiful Bar Harbor Regency Hotel for a full slate of educational
and social activities. The meeting is family-friendly and
features a Friday evening cookout with something for everyone,
herbivores included. We are fortunate to offer law office
management practice tips and training from Maine’s own past
president of the ABA, Bob Hirshon, and a compelling presentation from the American Humane Society examining the
link between animal abuse and domestic violence, and other
substantive programs. Thanks to Chief Justice Saufley, our
trial courts are being closed for all but emergency matters on
Friday, June 24, to permit many of Maine’s judiciary to participate in the Summer Meeting. So gather up the sunscreen,
shorts, swimsuits, and all your favorite pool toys (don’t forget
the kids), and I will see you where good times and great CLEs
abound—in Bar Harbor on June 23–25.

Commentary (continued)
states want Indian poverty and
its off-reservation consequences
to be adequately addressed, they
have to stop insisting that their
rules apply to the exclusion of
the tribes’ rules. The evidence is
compelling that where tribes have
taken advantage of the federal
self-determination policy to gain
control of their own resources
and of economic and other
activity within their borders,
and have backed up that control
with good governance, they have
invigorated their economies and
produced positive economic spillovers to states.1
As Maine struggles to hold onto the
dwindling economies of the “Other
Maine,” its business and political leaders
would do well to consider the lessons of
the Harvard Project: restoring control of

their communities and lands in northern
and eastern Maine to the Indian tribes
historically and culturally rooted there
may do more to create long-term regional
economic magnets than TIFs, Business
Friendly Zones, and buckets of tax givebacks. And it would restore to the tribes
dignity and the means to define their
futures through self-determination at the
same time. As Professor Gould reminds
us, the power is in our hands.
1. Cornell, Stephen and Jonathan B. Taylor, “Sovereignty, Devolution, and the Future
of Tribal-State Relations,” Harvard Project
on American Indian Economic Development,
John F. Kennedy School of Government,
Harvard University (June, 2000), at 4.

Greg Sample has had a full-time Indian
law practice in Maine for the past twelve
years, including continuous service as
general counsel to the Passamaquoddy
Tribe and tribally owned businesses. He is
a member of the Portland firm of Drummond Woodsum & MacMahon.
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Commentary
Refocusing Professor Gould: The economic basis for
restoring self-government to Maine’s Indian tribes
by Gregory W. Sample

I

n classic professorial manner,
Scott Gould (“December song: the
waiting game for tribal sovereignty
in Maine,” Winter, 2005) prompts fresh
thought about why the 1980 Maine Indian
Claims Settlement Act left the Penobscot
and Passamaquoddy tribes well short of
national norms for tribal sovereignty.
Having unearthed the orderly and
sensible jurisdictional principles that
underlay the seminal 1934 Indian Reorganization Act, which still controls much
of American Indian law, Gould illustrates
the jurisdictional confusion ordained by
the Maine statute in the context of the
need for swift intervention to respond to
domestic violence. When determining
which court has jurisdiction to intercede
depends not only on where the events
occur, but whether one or more of the
parties is a tribal member, whether the
tribal member is plaintiff or defendant,
and even which of Maine’s tribes the
parties are members of, the system could
be more than just confusing and seemingly inconsistent; it may be positively
dangerous.
Professor Gould adds subtle scholarly
analysis of recent Congressional positions on tribal jurisdiction to argue that
Maine could replace the current jurisdictional confusion with the clarity intended
by the IRA’s far-sighted authors, and no
doubt ease the tribal-state rancor in so
doing. Moreover, he adds, this could be
achieved here in Maine, without going
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back to Congress. Then, like any good
provocateur, he throws in some contentious social theory to attract attention.
Gould’s suggested remedy is powerful,
and not only because there is beauty in
simplicity. Perhaps the most compelling
arguments for restoring basic national
principles of tribal sovereignty to the
Maine tribes also come out of academia,
but from a research-based approach.
Over nearly twenty years, the Harvard
Project on American Indian Economic
Development at the Kennedy School of
Government has used dozens of scholars
to get out into the field and find out
what works and what doesn’t in building
successful tribal economies. From the
Arctic Circle Native Villages in Alaska
to the Apaches of New Mexico, the
plains Sioux, the Choctaws in the back
hills of Mississippi and many others, the
Harvard Project has studied all kinds of
tribal businesses, as well as the community development strategies, institutions
and business climates in which they
succeed or fail.
Their library of papers and articles,
readily available at www.ksg.harvard.edu/
hpaied, shows the “dots” of isolated early
observations gradually being connected
to form ever stronger conclusions. In
its latest publications, the Harvard
Project scholars are clearer than ever
that successful tribal economic development depends, more than any other
factor, upon tribal control of their own

territory and thus their business environment—tribal self-determination, tribal
self-government, or, in short, tribal sovereignty. In their recent paper “Sovereignty,
Devolution, and the Future of TribalState Relations,” Harvard Project founder
Stephen Cornell and Jonathan Taylor
dispute the “zero-sum” rubric that often
dominates thinking about tribal-state
relations—the conception that each party
in a relationship gains only at the expense
of the other’s loss.
The fact is that capable and
sovereign tribal governments
advance state goals as well as
tribal goals. No state has an
incentive to allow the kind of
poverty and economic underdevelopment that has characterized
Indian reservations for so long
to continue to fester within its
borders. That said, twelve years of
research at the Udall Center and
Harvard Project emphasizes that
tribal control over tribal affairs
is the only policy that works for
economic development. We have
been unable to find a single reservation where major decisions
are controlled by outsiders—the
states, the federal government,
or special interests—where
successful economic development has taken root. In short, if
continued page 69
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C a mp a ign for Justice
2 0 0 4 A nnua l Repor t
At the Maine State Bar Association Meeting in January 2004, bar leaders from around the state kicked off the first Campaign for
Justice. The Campaign, co-chaired by myself and Harriet, brought together well-known and respected lawyers from around the
state to raise funds collaboratively for six legal aid programs. These programs provide
free civil legal assistance to low-income and elderly people throughout the state, who
need legal help to secure food, housing, medical care, income, and protection from
domestic violence—basic neccesities most of us take for granted.
In the past, the providers sought contributions from lawyers through individual
direct mail campaigns, producing only modest success. By combining efforts into one
campaign, it was possible to increase significantly both participation and giving levels
from the legal community. Some highlights of the Campaign follow below.
On behalf of the Campaign, thank you to all of you who gave so generously and helped
us meet our ambitious goals.
Merton G. Henry and the Honorable Harriet P. Henry, 2004
Campaign Co-Chairs

2004 CAMPAIGN FOR JUSTICE ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Initiating a combined campaign which focused on personal solicitations was an enormous undertaking. Through the
incredible efforts of over eighty volunteers from the bench and bar, the Campaign for Justice had a remarkably successful
first year. Maine attorneys have much to be proud of.
Some highlights include:
• The Campaign raised over $252,000 from 978 attorneys and judges. An additional $20,000 was received in grants.
• Over one hundred attorneys and judges gave more than $117,000 in leadership-level gifts ($1,000 or more).
• More than $45,000 in pledges per year was committed to the 2005 and 2006 Campaigns.
• Maine now ranks second in the nation in per attorney contributions to civil legal services.
• The average gift per attorney was $257—more than double the average gift in prior years!
• With approximately one-third of Maine’s attorneys and judges supporting the Campaign, Maine now ranks among the
leaders in participation rates nationally.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE CAMPAIGN FOR JUSTICE, OR TO GIVE,
VISIT WWW.CAMPAIGNFORJUSTICE.ORG OR CALL 622-3477.
The Campaign is endorsed by the Maine State Bar Association, Maine Bar Foundation,
the Maine Trial Lawyers Association, and the Justice Action Group.

PURSUING JUSTICE • RESTORING HOPE
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Did You Know?
$100 allows the Volunteer Lawyers Project to provide a one-hour telephone consultation
with an attorney on the Family Law Helpline.
$250 will provide a resident of Washington County with local staff advocacy from
Pine Tree Legal Assistance to resolve regulatory problems that prevent him
from receiving needed fuel assistance.
$500 allows the Immigrant Legal Advocacy Project to provide
representation to help a refugee family of five become permanent, legal residents.
$1,000 supports the work of Maine Equal Justice staff in negotiating new assistance
for low-income, single parent families, including help with
transportation, clothing, childcare, and housing.
$2,500 will allow Pine Tree Legal Assistance staff to develop and maintain
several interactive court pleadings on the Pine Tree website.

2004 Campaign for Justice Volunteers
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Co-Chairs
Merton G. Henry
Hon. Harriet P. Henry

Campaign Planning Chair
Mary L. Schendel
Leadership Gift Chair
Roger A. Putnam

Maine Bar Foundation
Kevin M. Cuddy
Elizabeth K. Scheffee
Sidney St. F. Thaxter
Provider Boards
John H. Rich III
Deborah L. Shaw
Roger A. Putnam
Charles C. Soltan
Christopher C. Taintor
Androscoggin County
John B. Cole
George S. Isaacson
Jodi Nofsinger
Heather Seasonwein
Patricia Weidler

Aroostook County
Allan F. Harding

Cumberland County
Tom Ainsworth
Deborah Buccina
Tracey Burton
Gerard P. Conley, Jr.
Peter Darvin
Beth Dobson
Rebecca Farnum
Martha Gaythwaite
Thomas E. Getchell
Philip H. Gleason
Jonathan Harris
Stephen Hessert
Susan E. Hunter
Edward Kelleher
Wendell Large
Thomas Leahy
Kenneth Lehman
Valerie Libby
Arnold Macdonald
George Marks
Peggy L. McGehee
Peter Plumb
Gerald Petruccelli
John H. Rich III

Robert C. Robinson
Barbara T. Schneider
Deborah L. Shaw
Andrew Sparks
Graydon Stevens
F. Mark Terison
Carol G. Warren

Franklin County
Ronald J. Cullenberg
Walter Hanstein III
Paul H. Mills
Hancock County
Barry Mills

Kennebec County,
Waterville North
Robert M. Marden

Kennebec County,
Augusta South
Virginia E. Davis
Malcolm L. Lyons
Lester F. Wilkinson, Jr.

Penobscot and
Piscataquis Counties
Paul W. Chaiken
Eugene Coughlin
Kevin M. Cuddy
John F. Logan II

Corporate Community
Sarah Ruef-Lindquist, Chair
Cesar R. Britos
Ann M. Courtney
Michael L. Parker
Lisa Toner

Sagadahoc and
Lincoln Counties
David R. Weiss

Investment/Banking
Meris Bickford

Somerset County
Karen Mitchell

Washington County
David J. Fletcher
York County
Ralph W. Austin
Barry J. Hobbins
Dana Prescott

Academics
Donald N. Zillman

Allied Professionals
Peter P. Michaud
Michael Powers

Judges
Hon. Howard H. Dana, Jr.
Hon. Andrew M. Horton
Hon. John David Kennedy
Hon. Andrew Mead
Hon. Bernard O’Mara

Public Sector
F. Mark Terison
Norman Crouteau
Christopher C. Leighton
William J. Schneider

Young Lawyers
David B. McConnell
Stephen D. Wilson
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CAMPAIGN FOR JUSTICE 2005
A Message from David E. Warren, 2005 Campaign Chair …
In this second year of the Campaign for Justice, we are eager to build on last year’s successes and
raise even more support for this vital endeavor.
The six legal aid providers supported by the Campaign – Pine Tree Legal Assistance, Volunteer Lawyers Project, Maine Equal Justice, Legal Services for the Elderly, Immigrant Legal
Advocacy Project, and the Cumberland Legal Aid Clinic – work together to provide a broad
range of civil legal services to low-income Maine residents throughout the entire state. Every
day, they keep families in their homes; secure benefits for the elderly, unemployed, and disabled;
and protect vulnerable children and victims of domestic violence. However, their resources are
limited and state and federal funding is tighter than ever. Our support for the important work of these agencies will help ensure
that access to justice continues to be available to those who need it most but can least afford it.
Additionally, our generous contributions to the Campaign will further strengthen efforts that are now underway to secure
increased state funding for the legal aid providers by demonstrating to legislators the importance that we, Maine’s attorneys and
judges, place on civil legal aid.
Our volunteer team will be contacting you soon to ask you to renew your support or become a new supporter of the Campaign
for Justice. We hope you will give, and give generously.
Thank you.

Your support makes a difference in the lives of low-income Maine residents seeking legal assistance.
“The day the Medicaid cuts were announced I was told that my scheduled surgery would no longer be covered by MaineCare. I had
been preparing for months for this critical surgery. My family and I were devastated to learn that the prospect of a new, healthy
and productive life was being taken away. I called Maine Equal Justice. They quickly helped to get my surgery reinstated and then
we worked together to prevent these harmful MaineCare cuts to thousands of other families.”—Maine Equal Justice client
A Colombian journalist received several death threats due to articles he had written linking powerful government figures to the
Colombian drug trade. One day men attempted to kidnap him as he was going home from his office, but he escaped. He and his
family fled to the U. S. immediately afterwards. His wife had family in Maine so they came here. The family member contacted
Immigrant Legal Advocacy Project (ILAP). ILAP, through one of its pro bono attorneys, represented the family in applying for
asylum in the U. S. Immigration approved the application, and the family no longer fears that it may be forced to return to
Colombia where the journalist’s life would still be in danger.

* Based on data
compiled for
2002 Access
to Justice
Conference
sponsored by
the Justice
Action Group.
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Should your
clients give
through the
Maine
Community
Foundation?
Estate and financial
advisors can consider

We help people connect to the causes they care about
most. When your clients give through the Maine
Community Foundation, they…
Receive personalized service. We work closely with you and your clients
to develop a giving approach that matches their personal interests and tax
planning needs. We can help integrate charitable giving within estate
and ﬁnancial plans, establish Donor Advised Funds named for your
clients, facilitate anonymous giving, and assist with even the most
complex gift instruments.
Gain local expertise. Our professional program staff monitors all areas
of community need — including human services, education,the environm en t , healthcare, the arts, and economic developm en t . We can help
your clients learn more about local agencies and programs that make a
difference in the areas they care about most.
Support community leadership. We invest in the long term and bring
people and organizations together, convening diverse voices to address local
issues and opportunities. Our business is building community.
Please call the Maine Community Foundation to learn more about
the many services we provide. And check out the free Planned Giving
Design Center at www.mainecf.org.

these three reasons.
Ellsworth Ofﬁce: 245 Main St.• Ellsworth, ME 04605
Tel: 1-877-700-6800 • Fax: 667-9735
Email Ellen Pope at epope@mainecf.org
Portland Ofﬁce: One Monument Way
Portland,ME 04112
Tel: 761-2440 • Fax: 773-8832
Email Jennifer Southard
at jsouthard@mainecf.org
©2002 COF & CFA
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Something about technology
by Hugh Calkins

Videoconferencing revisited

I

first wrote about videoconferencing in this column in the winter
2002 issue of the Bar Journal. I am
unable to cure myself from expecting
instant results from technology that
seldom come about. The immediate
widespread use of videoconferencing by
lawyers and in the courts in Maine has
not yet materialized from that column.
No doubt it will soon.
In 2003 a bond issue passed by the
voters of the state of Maine included
a small amount for court videoconferencing. The bond issue was not much
more specific than that. It provided only
that the funds were to be used to “install
video conferencing facilities in state
court houses to increase efficiencies and
provide greater access to justice in rural
areas…” The designated amount in the
bond issue was to be shared between
videoconferencing and rebuilding the
Court Violation Bureau Information
System, with the amount to be applied
for each left undesignated.
The Judicial Videoconferencing Planning Committee has been working for
more than a year to develop a plan for
implementing videoconferencing in the
Maine courts. I was asked to serve on
the committee because of the Pine Tree
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Legal Assistance experience with videoconferencing.
Among the first things the committee
did was to develop a request for proposals
for a consultant to help plan the implementation. From the four final proposals
received by the committee, Healthways/Maine Telemedicine Services was
selected as the consultant. Healthways
had been largely responsible for development of the extensive videoconferencing
network that exists in Maine’s hospitals
and rural health clinics. They began
working with the committee in August
2004.
Healthways has helped the Committee
develop a four part planning process.
Phase I of the process, conducting a
needs assessment has been completed.
Phase II, Preparing a Project Plan is
completed in draft form. The final two
phases—an Equipment Solution Report
and an Implementation Plan should be
completed soon.
The needs assessment included an
extensive literature review encompassing
virtually everything available on videoconferencing in the state and federal
courts, a review of videoconferencing
in Maine outside of the justice system,
and an in depth analysis of the Maine

judicial system an the uses to which teleconferencing might be put. Interviews
were conducted with key stakeholders
and surveys distributed to judges, court
clerks, sheriffs, juvenile corrections
workers, trial lawyers, district attorneys, legal aid lawyers, victim/witness
advocates, and others. Partly because of
the unsuccessful Cumberland County
video arraignment experiment in the
mid-’90s, and partly because it is good
planning policy, the committee has
tried to involve as many people in the
planning process as possible—keeping
them apprised of what the committee
is doing, and seeking their ideas and
input.
The results of the surveys and interviews were generally quite favorable
among the full range of groups surveyed,
with a majority in almost every sector
agreeing that videoconferencing “holds
great promise.” Among the possible uses
of videoconferencing most thought by
respondents to be worthy of pursuit
were video arraignment, pre-trial conferences, case management, expert witness
testimony, distance education, victim/
witness testimony, probation compliance,
mediation, mental health commitment,
and client access to lawyers.

and a favorable reception by all participants. The attorneys for the patients, the
assistant attorney general, and the local
judges all support the use of videoconferencing for these hearings. Pursuant
to MRCP Rule 43, which allows videoconferenced testimony for good cause,
a detailed videoconferencing protocol
for Lewiston District Court mental
health hearings has been developed
which details at least eleven elements

been discussed for some of our more
rural counties, notably Aroostook.
Some of the most interesting and
educational activities of the committee
have been the videoconferences it has had
with other courts around the country.
In the Sixteenth Judicial District of
Montana, Judge Gary Day conducts
hearings in his Miles City courthouse
in eastern Montana with legal services
attorneys across the state in offices more

of good cause, from financial savings
to security to the wishes of the patients.
Although the protocol does not require
videoconferencing for all hearings, it
is my understanding that it has never
been refused. Cumberland County may
soon follow suit with video-conferenced
mental health hearings between the
Cumberland County courthouse and
Spring Harbor Hospital.
A second pilot project may soon get
underway in Kennebec County for video
arraignments. Other pilot projects have

than four hundred miles away. Judge
Day has only positive things to say about
the quality of the representation and the
quality of the hearings conducted by
videoconferencing. In his courthouse, in
addition to the videoconferencing facilities in the courtroom, there is a separate
hook-up installed in an adjacent room
for confidential attorney-client conferences and witness preparation. Hearings
are generally conducted with Judge Day,
the parties, and one counsel (if both
parties are represented) in the court-

PHOTO COURTESY OF WWW.IHETS.ORG.

Videoconferencing units have already
been installed in courthouses in Portland,
Lewiston, and Bangor, and in the Judicial Center in Augusta. These are used
extensively for internal court meetings,
and have been used by the committee for
conferences with other courts around the
country that have more experience with
videoconferencing. Although the Portland equipment hasn’t been used for any
court hearings or testimony that I am
aware of, it has been
used for testimony
at several medical
malpractice screening
panel hearings. The
Portland courthouse
has three locations in
the building where
the equipment can
be connected to the
outgoing ISDN telephone lines. For best
quality video three
IDSN lines are required,
providing 384 Kbps
(kilobytes per second)
bandwidth.
Chief Justice
Saufley was a speaker
at the 2004 National
Conference on
Community-Based Access to Justice
sponsored by the California Administrative Office of the Courts Center for
Families, Children, and the Courts. She
spoke from the courthouse in Portland
to an audience at the conference in San
Francisco.
As a pilot project, videoconferencing
has been used extensively by judges in
Lewiston for mental health hearings
with patients at St. Mary’s Regional
Medical Center. Judge Cote reports few
problems with conducting the hearings
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room. The legal aid attorney appears
remotely via video.
The Taylor County Circuit Court in
northern Wisconsin has perhaps the best
and most thoughtfully developed videoconferencing system that the Committee
reviewed. The Committee met with
District Court Judge Gary Carlson on
January 10 in a three-way videoconference between the Cumberland County
courthouse, the Maine Judicial Center
in Augusta, and the courthouse in
Medford, Wisconsin.
Judge Carlson’s courtroom has a
sophisticated ISDN (telephone)-based
system with four cameras. (The alternative to ISDN is an IP-based system;
IP stands for Internet protocol.) One
camera is focused on the judge, one
camera is focused on each of the
attorney tables, and one focused on
the witness stand. Displays include a
large plasma screen for the gallery, one
at the lectern where an Elmo document
camera resides, a flat panel screen for
each attorney table, several displays for
the jury, and one for the witness stand.
The judge has control over what cameras
are active, using a Palm PC system (soon
to be replaced with a Crestor LCD
touch-screen controller). At the jail, a
defendant can have a four-view screen
of the judge, the attorney tables, and
the witness stand. There is a separate,
secure room in the courthouse where
victim witnesses can attend proceedings and where the system can be used
for conferences, mediation, and training.

Lawyers can schedule use of the facility
for conferences with incarcerated and
remote clients.
The cost of the equipment to fully
outfit the Taylor County Circuit court
was about $80,000. This is far more
than would be available in Maine from
the original bond issue if every courthouse were to be equipped. Although the
committee is still in the planning process,
and the implementation plan is the last
element of the planning process, there
has been some sentiment expressed that it
is better to equip fewer courthouses right,
or at least nearly right, than to equip
more courthouses inadequately.
So what does this mean to you?
Over the next few years, more and
more of us whose practices deal with the
courts will have exposure to videoconferencing in various settings. Initially
this exposure will perhaps be with courtsponsored meetings and the various
pilot projects as they roll out. Once the
implementation phase is reached, maybe
even next year, we will start to see more
and more uses of videoconferencing. To
me, it seems unlikely that the courts will
require videoconferencing, but that as
more of us become familiar with it, we
will want to use it for case management,
pretrial conferences, perhaps for remote
expert testimony. Eventually, I imagine
we will start doing some remote motion
hearings—no more flying from Portland
to Caribou to argue a fifteen-minute
summary judgment motion. A number
of people have expressed concern about

using videoconferencing for evidentiary hearings, but I think those will
come, as well, at least in limited circumstances. Judge Carlson and the Lewiston
protocol suggest that in some respects
the ability to zoom in on witnesses and
attorneys allows us to observe demeanor
and facial expressions even more closely
than in “live” hearings.
More of us will, no doubt, develop
in-house videoconferencing capacity as
its use becomes more widespread, the
cost continues to go down, and the
quality and ease of use of the equipment
continues to increase. Pine Tree Legal
Assistance, for example, has videoconferencing capacity in each of its offices
around the state, and is starting to
recoup much of its ongoing cost by
renting the facilities for use by other
agencies, attorneys, and the public. Law
firms should discover this to both save
time and cost and to generate revenue.
Rather than spring immediately into
full use as I always expect, because of the
work of the committee and the consultants, videoconferencing in the Maine
courts seems likely to be implemented in
a slower, more thoughtful, well planned,
organic process that will allow us to
develop its use for those functions where
it is most appropriate. All of us should
have the opportunity to participate in
that process. ◗
Hugh Calkins practices law at Pine Tree
Legal Assistance Inc. in Portland and also
maintains an Internet consulting practice.

MSBA Summer Meeting: June 23–25 in
Bar Harbor. Watch your mail for details!
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SECTION 1031

“Like-Kind Exchanges”
Qualiﬁed Intermediaries and
Exchange Consultants for Section
1031 Tax Deferred Exchanges,
providing clear, concise phone
answers to questions on what will
work.

We specialize in:
Delayed Exchanges
Reverse Exchanges
Build-to-Suit/Improvement
Exchanges
Bargain Sale Exchanges
Exchanges of Partial Interests
Multiple Property Exchanges
Personal Property Exchanges
Simultaneous Exchanges

Exchanges are our only
business, nationwide
since 1981

EDMUND & WHEELER, INC.

567 Cottage Street
Littleton NH 03561
Tel: 603-823-8888
Fax: 603-823-5555

George E. Foss, III
Christine S. Latulip
www.Section1031.com

Hey—heard any
good lawyer stories lately?

Attn: Gerald E. Freeman, Mgr.
Tel. (207) 942-7371
1-800-762-8600
141 North Main Street
Brewer, Maine 04412

Or, maybe you could tell one
yourself. Like that time you …
How’d it go again? The absentminded witness? Or that time
you were wrapping up your oral
argument to the jury, when …
Well, if it’s a good story, this
may be the place to tell it. Call
the editor at 207-622-7523 or
email to jlovell@mainebar.org
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Maine’s legal watchdog:
Becoming and being attorney
general

I

interview by A. J. Hungerford

f you were G. Steven Rowe, you would be taught the meaning of
discipline at the U. S. Military Academy at West Point; you would be from
Away, but you would fall in love with Maine and one of its daughters;
you would serve in the Maine House of Representatives and hold down
a job in the legal department of Unum (now UnumProvident); and you would
have a vision of a better society in Maine. Now, Rowe is the attorney general
for Maine, overseeing 107 attorneys and a total staff of around two hundred.
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A Portland lawyer who has worked with Steve Rowe at
Unum had this to say about him: “Steve has unquestionable integrity. He looks out for the other guy. He’s a straight
shooter.”
I first met Steve when he was my representative in the
Maine House of Representatives. I always appreciated that
he went out of his way to help me resolve a consumer issue.
The summer after my 1L year in law school, I ended up
interning for him when he was speaker of the House. Once
I had a conversation with him about a piece of legislation that was unpopular in some quarters. Steve said, “We
can’t dismiss this offhand because some people don’t like
it. Let’s look at this from all sides. Then we’ll decide.”
Many people have suggested that Steve Rowe should
run for higher office. When I prepared for this interview, I decided to ask him about any future political
career. We met in his sixth floor office in the Burton M.
Cross Building next to the Maine Statehouse in Augusta.

WHAT WAS IT LIKE growing up in a small town in Oklahoma?

Army. My senior year, he noticed that there was an article
in the newspaper about our local congressman offering a
test to young men interested in going to service academies.
So he showed that to me and we talked about it and I
thought I might want to do that. It’s not like I had dreamed
of going to West Point since I was a young kid. I took the
exam, received the nomination from the congressman and
then got the appointment to West Point. I entered West
Point in June of 1971.
Those were the days when they still hazed people, wasn’t it?

Absolutely. I lost fifteen pounds the first month. I was a
skinny kid when I got there. I was even skinnier after the first
month. There was a lot of hazing, a lot of physical activity.
Plebes did not get to eat a whole lot in the first few months.
We had to take very small bites at meals. When you ate, you
had to stand up, or sit up very straight. You would have to use
certain movements to move the food to your mouth and then
you would have to put the food in your mouth and put your
utensil on the table and put your hands in your lap, and then
you could chew your food.

When I was in high school, we had about five hundred
people in my town. I went to a public school. When I gradu- What was the service commitment?
ated, there were eleven of us in my senior class. Everyone knew
everyone else: that’s good and bad. I enjoyed growing up in
Five years in the active military. I actually served a little
a small town. I was able to do a lot of things—be on all the over six and a half years.
athletic teams, for example—not that we had a lot of teams,
but I played on the ones we had, because there weren’t many Where did you serve?
students.
First, I went to Fort Benning, Georgia for infantry training.
You went to the U. S. Military Academy at West Point?
Then I went to Fort Carson, Colorado. After I had been there
a year, I ended up going to Germany, serving at the old WiesYes.
baden airbase. It was a brigade of the Fourth Infantry Division
that became part of the Eighth Infantry Division in Germany.
How did you end up there?
I served about three years in Germany. Then I was transferred
to Fort Bragg, North Carolina, and I was there for a two and
My father had served in the Second World War in the a half years. Then I left the active military.
A. J. Hungerford is an associate at Pierce Atwood
LLP, focusing on employment and immigration law.
He is a graduate of the University of St. Andrews
(Scotland) and the University of Maine School of
Law. Currently, he chairs the editorial committee
of the Maine Bar Journal. He can be reached at
ajhungerford@pierceatwood.com

Did the military have an effect on your later career plans?

No, I don’t think so. I had always thought about becoming
a lawyer. I enjoyed the military, but I was married and I had
children. Then I became a single parent, with three small
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children, so I couldn’t see staying in the military. When one
of my sons became sick, we went to the military hospital and
the pediatric nurse practitioner was very nice. The third time
I took one of my sons to see her, I asked her out. She’s my
present wife, Amanda, who is from South Portland. We came
here in 1981. Once I arrived in Maine, I knew I wanted to go
to law school, and three years later I did.
Didn’t you go to business school?

Were you on any journals or did you do any moot court
activities?

I was on the moot court team.
What was your favorite subject in law school?

One I remember very fondly was the first year torts class
with Professor Gregory. That may have been my favorite
[Professor Gregory, now deceased, was famous for his tort
exam questions such as “What is a Golf
Club?”]
Did you work for Unum while you were
in law school?

No. The summer of 1981, after leaving
the active military, I took a product
marketing position with Fairchild Semiconductor in South Portland. I was there
three years. Then I went to law school.
After law school, I accepted a position
with Unum’s legal department.
What was your practice like at Unum?

Yes. That was while I was in Germany. The University of
Utah, like many other American universities, had graduate
programs at military installations in Germany. A lot of the
students were young officers. I ended up getting an MBA
through the University of Utah’s graduate school of business
in 1978.

The first three years I worked with
employee welfare benefit plans, primarily
401(k) and 403(b) retirement savings
plans. After that I moved into the litigation department. I was with Unum for a total of twelve years,
the last nine in the litigation department, working on cases in
federal courts around the country. Most of it was ERISA litigation. I certainly learned a lot about ERISA.
You also served in the legislature while you were working for
Unum.

You went to the University of Maine School of Law.

Yes, I did.
Yes.
How did you manage to keep a job going?
How’d you like it?

Oh, I loved it. I was challenged certainly, but I enjoyed the
entire three years.
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It wasn’t easy. I worked part-time at Unum and I served in
the legislature. I was only paid by Unum for the time I was at
work. I put in time sheets for eight years. When I was speaker

of the House the last two years, I did very little at Unum while
A lot of that money was used for prescription drugs for the
the legislature was in session. I was doing pretty much full- elderly, smoking prevention and cessation programs as well
time legislative work.
as other prevention programs. I was proud because we really
targeted that money at prevention. If we would do more to
You benefited from term limits. You moved into the speakinvest in prevention, particularly early childhood care and
er’s position after Libby Mitchell. She benefited from term
education, a lot of the remedial spending would become
limits as well. What’s your opinion of term limits?
unnecessary. That would translate into a better educated and
more productive workforce. That would also help reduce our
I oppose term limits. Yes, I was a beneficiary of term state tax burden.
limits. You could say I was also a victim of term limits,
Historically, we had different health advocacy groups that
because I had to leave. I don’t know if I ever would have had would come and fight with one another for resources. One
the opportunity to serve as speaker if we had not had term of the primary reasons for the success we had in corralling
limits. Dan Gwadowski was term-limited; Libby Mitchell these funds and then allocating them for these health-related
was term-limited; and then I was able to serve. I was term- areas was the collaboration among the various advocates, both
limited; after me, Mike Saxl. Term limits have not been good inside and outside of state government. We all joined hands
for Maine. I believe the balance of power has shifted to the and pledged work together. And we did. That was the primary
executive branch vis-à-vis the legislative branch. Governor reason for the success. I am proud to say, even in the year 2005,
King served with four different speakers and four different we still lead the country in the percentage of tobacco master
Senate presidents. It’s likely that Governor Baldacci will as settlement agreement funds used for health-related purposes.
well.
The other downside is that term limits do not promote long- Did your legal background and experience help you accomterm policy planning. We want to see immediate results. We’re plish your goals?
not patient with longer-term investments. Particularly with
respect to investments in early childhood care and education,
Oh, I think so. When I first came into the legislature, my
we have to be patient. Returns are going to come, when they need to scrutinize everything from a lawyer’s perspective got
do, they’re going to be huge.
in the way. I was looking more at the trees and not at the
Before term limits, we had a fairly high turnover in the forest. It took me a little while to pull back. At the end of my
Maine Legislature anyway. I believe the ballot box is the best tenure in the legislature, I was looking more at the big picture.
way to limit terms. History shows that the annual turnover in Certainly, the ability to understand the law helped me as a
the Maine House of Representatives prior to term limits was legislator.
around 30 percent. I’m not sure how much that’s changed now.
We know it has resulted in a significant loss of knowledge- You made an extra effort to hold down a job and to serve in
able and talented public servants. We have wonderful people the legislature.
serving. But they’re disadvantaged because they’re only there
a short time.
There are a fair number of legislators who try to carry on
with their outside jobs during the session. Some take a leave of
When you were speaker, what was your agenda?
absence. There are a few schoolteachers who are able to work
with their schedule. I was able to work while I served. But it
I was there at an opportune time: the master settlement was difficult, particularly because my other job site was in
agreement had just been signed with the major tobacco manu- Portland.
facturers. We were about to start receiving $55 or $60 million
My children were young. My wife, Amanda, was so
each year. We set up a statute that protected those funds, and supportive. I mean, when she married me—I had three kids.
then diverted them to specific health-related areas: quality I asked her to marry me, and she said I’ll marry you and help
childcare, home visiting, child dental health, child mental raise your children if you’ll come to Portland to live. I said:
health. Drug courts were set up with that money.
Where do I sign? I was ready to go to Maine. Having been
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a single parent with young kids and then being married to a
pediatric nurse practitioner who is now a school nurse, I have
learned a lot about children’s health issues, and that has helped
form my passion around those issues.
So you were termed out as speaker of the House, I’m
assuming, looking for things to do. Why did you decide to
go for the attorney general’s job?

This position was not in my sights. The last year of my
service as speaker, a number of legislators encouraged me to
look at the office. At some point, I decided I wanted to serve.
I ran and was successful.
What’s the process of becoming AG?

general. When I came in, I did not make mass personnel
changes. I hired the two special assistants who work with
me.
I had a specialist come in and help me with an organizational surevy, really looking at how the office was organized,
how it was working. I asked individuals questions, like, what
do you like about the office? What do you not like about the
office? If you could change three things about the office, what
would they be, and why? Based on the results of the survey, we
made a lot of changes to enhance working conditions and the
efficiency of the office.
We also changed our structure. We took the large health
and human services division and divided it into three smaller
divisions. We took the old criminal division and separated
it into two divisions. One of the criminal divisions handles
homicides, drug trafficking prosecution, and criminal appeals.
The other handles financial crimes and the welfare, Medicaid,
Medicare, tax and securities fraud prosecutions, and our civil
rights and education enforcement efforts.
We expanded our on-line legal research capability. We
implemented a perrformance evaluation system for unclassified employees, which includes all attorneys. There were a nu
mber of other changes as well.
The changes we made werre based on input from the entire
office. We have some of the smartest, some of the most dedicated public servants I’ve ever met in my life here. They knew
really how the office could and should work.

There’s no official petition you sign or file with the secretary of state. You simply declare your candidacy for the office.
Once the new legislaure is voted in, the parties each elect a
candidate. After the legislators are sworn in, in December,
they have a joint convention. There’s a vote at the joint convention for the three constitutional officers and the auditor, which
is a statutory office. It’s a secret ballot vote.
Maine is the only state in which the legislature elects the
attorney general as well as the other constitutional officers.
In Tennessee, the state supreme court appoints the attorney
general. In a handful of states the governor appoints the
attorney general. In the vast majority of states, the people
directly elect their attorney general.
What criteria do you look at when you hire an assistant
attorney general?
Do you think this position should be elected, or is the
system in place?

I understand the arguments for having direct statewide
elections, and there are some valid arguments. However, I
think time has shown that the present system has worked
fairly well.

We look for people who are smart, who are experienced—
and who really want to work in this office. We look for people
committed to public service law and to public service in
general. When we advertise for a vacancy, we get a lot of applications. We’ve been very fortunate in that respect.
Do you think that you lose out to a certain degree with the

When you came into office as attorney general, what

salary differentials of the private firms?

happens? Do you bring in your own people? Do you come

Not as much as you would think. Probably all the lawyers
here could be making more money in the private sector. But
There are certainly opportunities to change personnel. we do okay when you compare our salaries with salaries stateThe assistant attorneys general and some of the other indi- wide. But if you’re comparing them to those in the largest
viduals who work here serve at the pleasure of the attorney law firms in Portland, we’re certainly not there. A number of
with your own policies?
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young lawyers from firms have taken more than a 50 percent
pay decrease to work here.
This is a very interesting place. We have one of the most
diverse law practices in the state. Everything from general
litigation, environmental litigation, child protection, child
support enforcement, education law, health care law, financial crimes prosecution, homicides, drug trafficking, a lot of
administrative law. We’re the law firm for the state and so we
provide legal services to all the state agencies. We advise and
represent all branches of government.
As attorney general, I have an independent responsibility to
protect the public interest and the rights of all Maine people.
It’s not just about defending lawsuits or initiating lawsuits.
It’s also about educating the public, assisting the public, and
working with other departments of state government.
Does your office rely a lot on federal grants?

Well, in the health care area, it’s not so much grants; but
some of our positions are supported by federal funds. For
example, a number of attorneys in the health and human
services areas funded in part with federal Medicaid funds.
We have a number of positions—not just attorneys, but other
professionals in the office—funded with federral money as
well.
We have six drug prosecutors that are funded with a federal
grant, the Byrne Memorial Grant. Unfortunately, it’s been
deleted in the president’s proposed budget to Congress. We’re
very concerned about that.
You do drug prosecutions?

Yes. We are part of the state’s multi-jurisdictional drug task
force, which is made up primarily of the Maine DEA. We
have six full-time drug prosecutors who work with the MDEA,
other law enforcement agencies around the state, and with the
district attorneys’ offices. There is additional drug prosecution
done in the office of the district attorneys.
In 2004, the six assistant attorneys general prosecuted over
six hundred cases. These prosecutions involved cocain, heroin,
prescription drugs, marijuana, as well as other types of drugs.
We’re very concerned right now about methamphetamine.
The country is being ravaged by the effects of this drug. Momand-pop meth labs are sprouting up everywhere. For $20, you
can go to a store like WalMart and purchase the ingredients to

cook meth. You can get a recipe from the Internet. A handful
of these have sprouted up in Maine. We’ve shut down the ones
that we’ve found.
One of the key ingredients used is pseudoephedrine, a
decongestant used in cold medicines. Meth cooks use starchbased tablets, not the liquids or the gel caps. We’re putting
in a bill that would move those tablets back in the pharmacy
area so it would be more difficult for would-be meth cooks
to access them. That has worked in states like Oklahoma,
Missouri, and Iowa.
Metamphetamine has a devasting effect on individuals,
families and communities. Crime rates go up. Health care
costs go up. Taxes go up. Academic performance goes down.
Job performance goes down. There’s nothing good about
methamphetamine.
Unless we get in front of this, we’re going to see a proliferation of meth labs in Maine. We’re working with the Maine
Drug Enforcement Agency and the Office of Substance Abuse
right now on this bill. It’s the most important bill that this
office is sponsoring this session.
What other bills has this office sponsored at the legislature?

Last session, we sponsored a bill to modify the temporary protection-from-abuse statute. This bill gave judges
another tool to protect victims by allowing the judge to
order the abuser to relinquish possession of firearms in the
temporary protection-from-abuse order. We don’t know
the number of lives it may have saved. We do know that
a fair number of judges are actually requiring defendants
to give up their firearms. At or before the hearing on the
permanent order, the defendant can request that the court
dissolve this order.
You mentioned that domestic violence is a problem in Maine.
What initiatives has your office taken?

First of all, we believe, as an employer, we ought to have
protections for our people in our office. We put a committee
together and developed a domestic violence workplace policy
for our office. We trained responders. We had training for
every single individual in this office: what victims of domestic
abuse can do, what supports are available within the office.
We make it real clear that we’re not going tolerate the use of
office resources by perpetrators of domestic violence.
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Over the last couple of years, I have probably spoken to
forty or fifty different groups about domestic violence. I
particularly like to speak to business and community leaders
about what they can do. Talk about putting workplace
domestic violence policies in place, partnering with local
DV projects, getting involved with mentoring programs,
investing in home visiting programs, early childhood education programs, and making sure there is adequate quality
child care available.
When you talk about the economic impact that domestic
violence has on the state, people’s eyes widen, particularly
when they see the lost productivity in the workplace from
domestic abuse and when they see the high levels of remedial
spending in areas such as health care, special education, criminal justice, and for corrections. A lot of that spending relates
back to domestic abuse.
One statistice that I find compelling is that 80 percent of
violent prisoners in jails and prisons across this country grew
up in homes with chronic domestic violence. Two years ago,
a Department of Corrections official went to the Long Creek
Center in South Portland and interviewed the fifteen young
women who were there that day. She asked how many had
grown up in homes with chronic domestic violence. All fifteen
had. It’s amazing. When we look at young people in school
with developmental disabilities and trace their lives back to
infancy, we often find chronic exposure to domestic abuse in
the home.
Some of my true heroes are survivors of domestic abuse.
I have met many survivors since becoming attorney general.
Their testimony—whether it’s at a public hearing or a candlelight vigil—always moves me. I’ve learned it takes a victim
seven or eight attempts to leave an abusive partnership before
she’s able to leave for good. While we should never be judgmental of victims of domestic violence, we should always be
supportive.

You have a division that deals with financial crimes?

Yes. Most of the prosecution regarding financial crimes is
done in our financial crimes division: Medicaid fraud, Medicare fraud, welfare fraud, tax fraud, securities fraud.
In terms of consumer protection, we have limited resources,
as you would imagine. There are lots of opportunities to go
in different directions because we receive all sorts of consumer
complaints. We look at the number of complaints for a particular business or individual. We may get a customer list from
the business and then do a survey to see if there are others who
have been defrauded by the business. In some cases we’ll file
civil investigative demands. We look at the facts of the case.
In some cases, there is a statute that makes specific conduct
a violation of the Unfair Trade Practices Act. That makes it
more likely that we may decide to bring a lawsuit.
In the last several years, state attorneys general have joined
in multi-state coordinated action. Back in the old days, if a
national corporation was selling products or services in many
states, individual state AG offices might bring uncoordinated
actions in those individual states. we’re working together.
The AGs are working together?

Yes. We coordinate our litigation activities in the areas of
consumer protection and health care, antitrust, fraud and
abuse. We’re going up against these multinational giants with
unlimited legal resources. By pooling our resources—not
just our physical resources, but also pooling our talents and
our energies—we gain substantial leverage. We can strategize together. We can conduct joint investigations. For
example, with respect to discovery, we may allocate separate discovery activities to different offices. Then we’ll work
together, reviewing discovery responses. We’ve been successful,
particularly in the health care fraud area, and we’ve changed
the practices of some major industries across this country.

It sounds like prosecution isn’t the answer. It’s really
catching the problem early and then dealing with people at

What do you think of Eliot Spitzer’s efforts to reign in those

the younger stages of their lives.

industries such as finance and drug companies?

Absolutely, that is the long-term solution. If we invest more
I think it’s great. Eliot’s done a fantastic job. He has
in early childhood care and education and programs such as provided exceptionally strong leadership for that office. He
anti-bullying and mentoring, we will see a real difference over also has some very talented people in his office.
time. In the meantime, we’re going to continue prosecute individuals who violate our laws.
What other areas has this office focused on?
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One key area is environmental protection. Senator Muskie
was a chief architect of the original Clean Water/Clean Air
Acts. Senator Mitchell was one of the people responsible for
the reauthorization of those acts. But the federal government
under this president has lessened the environmental protections in this country. I believe that the EPA has promulgated
rules that are inconsistent with federal law—particularly the
Clean Air Act. So Maine joined other states in filing a lawsuit
against the federal government.
Coal-fired power plants in the South and the Midwest are
openly polluting the air. Maine geographically is at the end of
the nation’s tailpipe. The pollutants are injurious to our health.
Maine has the highest asthma rate among adults and children
in the country.

We administer that program out of this office. We have
contracted individuals in the field who work with the teams
in the schools. Each team has a number of students, a faculty
advisor, and a community advisor. Their mission is to make
sure their school is safe for all students, and that all students
feel respected and valued. We know that students can’t learn if
they’re worried about getting harrassed or beaten up at recess.
That’s what these teams are about: creating an atmosphere of
tolerance and respect for everyone.

Is that lawsuit still continuing?

Who wouldn’t want to be governor of the state of Maine? I
believe I have made a difference in my years of public service.
I have strived to always be honest and work hard. I don’t know
what else will happen. Yes, I’d like to be governor one day. I
have recently been encouraged to consider a run for the U. S.
Senate. Serving in that body would be a tremendous privilege
as well. I believe I have one statewide race in me, but I’m not
sure which office it will be. I just know that ––I love serving
the public.

Yes, it’s in the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals, for the
District of Columbia.
Do you ever become directly involved in the litigation
process in the office?

The Office of Attorney General has led to higher pursuits in
politics. Joe Brennan was the last AG to become governor of
the state. Have you thought about other offices? Governor?
Senator?

I do. I get involved in certain steps along the way. Not
all litigation, but some of the major litigation. I help make
decisions about litigation strategies. If there’s going to be a Thank you. ◗
settlement, often I’ll be involved in those discussions. Often,
I’ll review briefs.
What challenges does Maine face regarding civil rights?

Maine is a great state, but there are some people here who
unfortunately are unfairly discriminated against. One of the
things we take very seriously is the Maine Civil Rights Act.
Our civil rights, education and enforcement unit works to
ensure that there is no violence or threats of violence or trespass or property damage against individuals because of their
religion, their race, their sexual orientation, or other factors.
We enforce the act vigorously. When there are reports, we
investigate allegations of violations of the Act. We bring
actions and seek injunctions. Typically, Maine courts issue
twenty to twenty-five injunctions each year against defendants
engaging in certain illegal behavior against others.
The other thing we do is education. Over two hundred
schools now in the state of Maine have civil rights teams.

This afternoon I got a phone call
from a Maine lawyer with an idea for
a Maine Bar Journal interview.
He said he’d like to do it if no one else had
already thought of it. It was a really great idea,
and no, no one else had thought of it. We talked
about it for a few minutes—possible directions
his interview questions might take.
I was grateful he called. I think many Maine Bar
Journal readers will be glad, too, when his interview is published.
My caller wasn’t anyone I knew. He was just
a lawyer with a great idea. I believe a lot of
lawyers have great ideas. I wish more of them
would give me a call.
—John Lovell, MBJ editor
207-622-7523
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Sustaining and Supporting Members
of the Maine State Bar Association
Sustaining and Supporting membership categories permit
MSBA members to make additional ﬁnancial commitments
to the Maine State Bar Association. As established by
the MSBA’s Board of Governors, an individual Sustaining

2004–2005
Sustaining Members:
The Hon. Donald G. Alexander
James P. Archibald
John R. Bass II
M. Ray Bradford Jr.
James W. Brannan
Nicholas Bull
Daniel W. Emery
Edward F. Feibel
Alonzo Garcelon V
Matthew S. Goldfarb
Kristin A. Gustafson
Jeﬀrey W. Jones
Daniel S. Knight
Dean Colleen A. Khoury
Robert A. Levine
Michael J. Levey
James J. MacAdam
Barry K. Mills
Charles L. Nickerson
Judy R. Potter
Jane Surran Pyne
Mark L. Randall

Membership is $75 in addition to a member’s regular membership dues, and an individual Supporting Membership
is $50 in addition to a member’s regular membership
dues. For details, please call MSBA at 1-800-475-7523.

Edward F. Saxby, Jr.
William Gray Schaﬀer
Alan M. Shaver
James J. Shirley
Richard D. Solman
Richard S. Sterns
Richard E. Valentino

2004–2005
Supporting Members:
Brett D. Baber
Roger F. Blake
E. Anne Carton
Joel A. Dearborn
Matthew F. Dyer
Patricia M. French
Peter C. Gamache
Alonzo Garcelon V
Stanley F. Greenberg
The Hon. D. Brock Hornby
Jason M. Jabar
Beth Jelin
John N. Kelly
Roberta S. Kuriloﬀ

Michael J. Levey
The Hon. Jon D. Levy
Robert S. Linnell
Stephen A. Little
Dennis L. Mahar
John W. McCarthy
Leigh McCarthy
John C. McCurry
Frederick C. Moore
William Lewis Neilson
Kenneth M. Nelson
Charles L. Nickerson
James L. Peakes
Diane M. Powers
Lance Proctor
David O. Rooker
Stoddard L. Smith
Susan J. Szwed
Terry N. Snow
Joseph T. Walsh, Jr.
Bruce Whitney
N. Laurence Willey Jr.
Debby L. Willis
Louis Wood

The Maine State Bar Association oﬀers grateful thanks to these members,
whose additional support makes possible some of the work of the Association
on behalf of the lawyers and residents of our state.
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Your CLE presentation could become a Bar Journal article
Think about it. All that work you put into it. If it was worth doing well — and it was, right?
— perhaps it’s worth turning into an article for the Maine Bar Journal’s 3,000-plus readers.
And don’t forget the double bonus: as many as five CLE credits (that’s up to the Overseers)
plus a nice $50 discount on the next MSBA CLE seminar you enroll in.
Definitely worth doing, don’t you think? Contact the editor at 207-622-7523 or
jlovell@mainebar.org.
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Cybersecurity
obligations
by Jane Strachan

B

usinesses can no longer ignore information security issues. One
recent survey shows that 83 percent of companies responding experienced
a security breach last year, up from 39 percent in 2003.1 Implementing
an effective information security program is now essential for businesses
to mitigate financial losses and satisfy their responsibilities toward individuals who entrust them with personal data. Today’s new reality includes the risk of
a lawsuit or regulatory enforcement arising from inadequate information security practices or from a “malicious intrusion” that compromises confidentiality.
How should lawyers advise business clients about their legal
obligations to prevent a security breach of confidential information or to disclose such a breach? Health care and financial
institutions have privacy and information security standards
and practices set forth in the Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act (HIPPA)2 and the Gramm-Leach-Bliley
Act (GLB Act).3 What steps should businesses not under the
purview of these statutes take to protect personal data from
worms, viruses, and hackers? What should they do if confidential information is compromised?
Businesses can’t sit idly by and wait for courts or regulatory
agencies to determine their information security requirements
for them. This article shows that courts and agencies have
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already done so and businesses are now on notice. This article
also provides an overview on designing and implementing an
information security plan based on recent developments at the
Federal Trade Commission (FTC). Finally, it provides guidelines and resources about what to do in the event of a breach.

The Emerging Duty of Care

There doesn’t have to be an information security
breach for a matter to wind up in court—and for the court
to impose its ideas about information security on your client.
The most recent decision to weigh in on inadequate security is arguably the most far-reaching. In the eight-year-old
class action lawsuit, Cobell v. Norton,4 Native Americans

have tried to force the Department of the Interior (DOI)
to account for billions of dollars held in trust on behalf of
500,000 beneficiaries and their heirs for Native American–
owned lands given to the government for mining, grazing,
and oil and gas exploration.
In 2001, the U. S. District Court for the D. C. District
found that billions of dollars in trust accounts stored in the
DOI’s computer systems were vulnerable to hacking. In 2001,
2003, and again in 2004, the district court issued injunctions
ordering the DOI to disconnect all information technology
systems storing or accessing Native American trust accounts
from the Internet and to submit for the court’s approval a
proposal for the secure reconnection of its systems. The interior secretary appealed the 2004 injunction, contending, inter
alia, the district court’s abuse of discretion.
On December 3, 2004, in Cobell v. Norton, the U. S. Court
of Appeals for the D. C. Circuit lifted the 2004 injunction on
narrow procedural grounds and remanded the case for reconsideration.5 Nonetheless, the court of appeals used strong
language concerning the broader issues against the DOI. The
interior secretary has trust management duties that necessitate maintaining secure systems to render accurate trust
accounting. Although the court of appeals recognized that
the government’s trust obligations stem from statutes and treaties, it emphasized that those obligations are largely defined
in traditional equitable terms, not the narrower powers under
administrative law.6 The interior secretary, acting as trustee,
must be judged by “the most exacting fiduciary standards.”
As such, the court of appeals concluded that the district court
retains substantial latitude to fashion an equitable remedy in
a situation where the trustees “egregiously breached their fiduciary duties.”7
The practical implications of Cobell v. Norton are significant. Privacy advocates now have a potentially potent tool to
obtain a protective order even in the absence of an intrusion.
Assuming Cobell v. Norton’s relevance to non-regulatory agencies, businesses should look carefully at the information they
collect and store on their systems. They may have a fiduciary
duty to protect that information and therefore to implement
adequate security measures. In addition, courts could take
Jane Strachan is a member of the executive committee of the Technology Section of the Connecticut Bar Association and is senior legal
counsel at Citigroup, Inc. The opinions in this article are solely those
of the author. This article originally appeared in Connecticut Lawyer,
Volume 15, Number 5. Reprinted with permission.

matters into their own hands and determine the type of information security program to be imposed in any given situation.
Further, businesses must be mindful that there is precedent for
terminating Internet connections until the court is satisfied
that security is adequate.

Internet Attacks Are Foreseeable

IN RE VERIZON R ELATED R EDUCTION CLAIM,8 an administrative proceeding decided by the Maine Public Utilities
Commission (PUC), Verizon sought a waiver of wholesale
performance metrics because the Microsoft SQL Slammer
Worm, which caused significant disruptions across the Internet
in early 2003, had attacked Verizon’s servers. As a result,
Verizon could not meet its performance standards. Therefore, Verizon requested a reduction in the wholesale credits
owed to AT&T Communications of New England (AT&T)
and WorldCom. However, the PUC would have no part of
Verizon’s arguments and ordered it to pay the full amount of
the credits.
The PUC acknowledged that viruses and worms are a fact
of life. It also noted that Microsoft used a rating system for
software vulnerabilities and security threats from the Slammer
Worm and recommended patches in well-known bulletins
regularly published long before the attacks occurred.9 Thus,
the PUC found that Verizon had sufficient warning about
potential system vulnerabilities.10 That is, the attacks were
foreseeable. The PUC also found that Verizon had not taken
reasonable, prudent, or timely steps to install patches and
secure its systems; AT&T and WorldCom had done so and
suffered no damage due to the attacks.11 Finally, the PUC
added that Verizon did not adequately document the steps it
took to test, evaluate, and install patches.12 At the end of the
day, Verizon was held accountable for its failure to act.
Failing to have adequate security practices can be so
far-reaching that fatal consequences can be the result. In
Remsburg v. Docusearch, Inc.,13 a stalker used personal information obtained from a Web-based investigation service,
Docusearch, to track down and kill his victim. The New
Hampshire Supreme Court aggressively interpreted the foreseeability element of negligence, holding Docusearch liable
for its customer’s criminal acts. The court reasoned that when
a party’s conduct creates an unreasonable risk of criminal
misconduct, it owes a duty to those foreseeably endangered. It
found that Docusearch had a “duty to exercise reasonable care
in disclosing a third person’s personal information to a client.”
SPRING 2005 • MAINE BAR JOURNAL
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When Docusearch sold a Social Security number and other companies; personal financial management consultants; and
personal information, stalking and identity theft were “suffi- financial, career, and consumer credit counselors. To accommociently foreseeable” risks.14
date this wide range of entities, the rule is intended to be more
flexible than the security requirements set forth in the GLB
Act. As such, the rule reduces the burden on these smaller, less
COBELL V. NORTON, IN RE VERIZON, and DOCUSEARCH conjure sophisticated institutions.21
up traditional notions of duty of care and foreseeability,15
The rule requires financial institutions to protect the secu-

Having an Information Security Plan

raising the following question: If security breaches are foreseeable and there’s a duty to protect sensitive information and
systems from attacks, what constitutes information security
“best practices”? Recent FTC enforcements, rules, and guides
are instructive in this regard and deserve a closer look.
Over the last several years, the FTC has taken an aggressive
stance toward protecting consumer privacy.16 The FTC has
used its authority under the Federal Trade Commission Act to
prohibit “unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or affecting
commerce”17 against companies that promised to protect
sensitive consumer data, but whose information security practices failed to live up to their promises.18
Now the FTC has new ammunition to enforce the safeguarding of non-public and confidential customer information.19
As of May 2003, financial institutions under the FTC’s GLB
jurisdiction must comply with the FTC’s Safeguards Rule (the
Rule) which implements the information security requirements
of the GLB Act.20 The rule covers a wide range of entities that
provide financial products and services to consumers, including,
for example, automobile dealers engaged in financing or leasing;
mortgage brokers; real estate settlement companies; retailers
that issue credit cards to consumers; income tax preparation

rity, confidentiality, and integrity of customer information
by developing a comprehensive written information security
program that contains administrative, technical, and physical
safeguards appropriate to the entity’s size and complexity, the
nature and scope of its activities, and the sensitivity of the
customer information it handles, including:
(i) Designating an employee(s) to coordinate the
plan
(ii) Identifying reasonably foreseeable internal and
external risks to the security, confidentiality, and
integrity of customer information and assessing the sufficiency of any safeguards in place to control those risks
(iii) Designing and implementing information safeguards to control risks and regularly test or monitor the
safeguards’ key controls, systems, and procedures
(iv) Overseeing service providers and requiring them
to contractually commit to implement and maintain
the safeguards
(v) Evaluating and adjusting the plan in light of
changes to the business or resulting from ongoing
monitoring22

Highlights of In re Verizon

W

e find that Verizon has not met

of the PAP. While they do not appear

With respect to its actions taken

the standards contained in the

on a frequent basis, Internet viruses

to prevent or minimize worm attacks,

Performance Assurance Plan (PAP) for

and worms have unfortunately been the

we find that Verizon did not take all

granting a waiver for “situations beyond

instrument of numerous attacks in the

reasonable and prudent steps available

Verizon ME’s control” from performance

past, and the Slammer Worm is just the

to it. … By failing to provide specific

metrics with absolute standards. …

latest version of the genre. The fact that

evidence about its knowledge and

While the Slammer Worm attack

Microsoft more or less regularly issues

analysis of the vulnerabilities of its

was certainly a serious occurrence,

security bulletins is evidence that events

systems to the Slammer Worm, Verizon

we agree with WorldCom that it is not

of this type are an all too frequent

failed to make the clear and convincing

the type of extraordinary event that

occurrence that requires constant

demonstration required in ¤ II (J) of the

is contemplated by the waiver section

vigilance. …

PAP. …
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The FTC’s guidance on the rule includes details about FTC charged that Petco’s Web site misrepresented its online
implementing practices in the areas of (1) employee training privacy promise because personal information, including
and management; (2) information systems, including network credit card numbers, was stored unencrypted and was thus
and software design and information processing, storage, vulnerable to commonly known injection attacks even though
transmission, and disposal; and (3) mechanisms to monitor defenses were readily available. As a result, a hacker was able
for system failures.23
to penetrate Petco’s Web site and access credit card numbers
Recently, the FTC issued its first enforcement actions stored in clear text. Under the Consent Order, Petco must
under the rule. Last November, it charged two mortgage establish and maintain a written comprehensive informabrokers with violating the rule, Nationwide Mortgage Group, tion security program, conduct a risk assessment, design and
Inc.,24 and Sunbelt Lending Services, Inc.,25 for failing to implement safeguards, designate employees to be accountable
identify and assess risks, implement a plan, protect customer for the program, conduct ongoing monitoring, and impledata, designate or train employees, or monitor for vulner- ment changes, if required. In addition, within six months of
abilities.
the Consent Order and biennially for twenty years thereafter,
The requirements imposed on Nationwide and Sunbelt are Petco must obtain an independent third-party audit of its
essentially the same as the FTC’s most recent deceptive prac- security program certifying that the program is sufficient to
tices enforcement against a non-financial company, online protect the security, confidentiality, and integrity of personal
retailer Petco Animal Supplies, Inc.26 Last November, the information.27

More examples of cybersecurity shortcomings abound . . .

C

ONCERN ABOUT THE SAFETY OF DATA

crat of New York, said he was told

was seeking class-action status for her

collected by corporations about

by the Senate Rules Committee that

suit to cover the thousands of other

individuals is widening, fueled by short-

the data backup tapes were prob-

victims of ChoicePoint’s data breach.

comings highlighted in recent news

ably stolen off a commercial plane by

And in March, the LexisNexis

articles about ChoicePoint Inc. and

baggage handlers in December. But a

Group said about thirty thousand of its

Bank of America Corp., among others.

Bank of America spokeswoman said

records—including names, addresses

In late February, according to the
Boston Globe, Bank of America Corp.

the bank and law-enforcement offi-

and Social Security numbers of individ-

cials believe that the tapes were lost.

uals—may have fallen into the hands of

announced that it had lost tapes

The Bank of America disclosure

thieves. The Federal Bureau of Inves-

containing personal financial informa-

came on the heels of a similar disclo-

tigation and the Treasury Department

tion for 1.2 million accounts of federal

sure by ChoicePoint Inc., a data

are investigating, people close to the

employees, including U. S. senators

warehouser in Georgia, which said in

inquiry told the New York Tmes.

and Defense Department employees.

mid-February that that it unwittingly

LexisNexis said the breach involved

The newspaper said the tapes contain

sold sensitive personal information on

databases acquired last July through

such personal information as Social

nearly 145,000 people to criminals.

Security numbers, addresses, and

Before the month had ended, a

account numbers for employees in

Calfornia

lawsuit

asset information. Exactly how thieves

several government agencies. “The lost

alleging that ChoicePoint engaged in

gained access to the Seisint databases

information, which the bank was trans- “fraudulent, negligent and unfair busi-

remains murky, the Times said. Lexis-

porting to a backup data center, could

ness practices, which has resulted in

Nexis said the breach was discovered

make those customers vulnerable to

the release of highly sensitive personal

during “an ongoing extensive review

identity theft,” the Globe noted.

information and the loss of millions of

of the verification, authorization and

dollars to consumers nationwide.” She

security procedures and policies.”

Senator Charles E. Schumer, Demo-

woman

filed

a

its purchase of Seisint, a Florida-based
compiler of consumer background and
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Petco’s “obedience training” is nearly identical to the
FTC enforcements against mortgage brokers Nationwide and
Sunbelt and the provisions set forth in the rule itself. Given
the similarities, businesses should consider that the rule
applies, practically speaking, not just to certain specific types
of financial institutions under the FTC’s GLB jurisdiction. All
businesses subject to the FTC’s general jurisdiction28 should
make privacy promises they can keep, review the rule and the
guidance noted here, and implement an information security
program that will help keep them out of the FTC’s doghouse.

nationwide de facto standard of care and best practices standard for customer information due to an information security
breach.34

Conclusion

Information security is a key component of information privacy. The legal obligations of information security are
here to stay. As such, counsel should keep a watchful eye on
this fast-moving area of the law, especially on further enforcements, customer notification issues, and new threats posed by
spyware, adware, and malware.35 Counsel should also advise
clients about the importance of (1) proactively implementing
Even the best security plans are subject to malicious information security policies and practices, (2) reviewing
attacks. In the past, most businesses have been reluctant to current policies and practices to ensure they remain current
tell the world about security intrusions.29 Now, however, it is with technology and with the law, and (3) acting appropriately
appropriate that they give serious consideration to “fessing up” in the event of a security breach. ◗
in the event that sensitive data is compromised. A new Cali1. Deloitte 2004 Global Security Survey, available at http://www.
fornia law requires any person or business conducting business deloitte.com.
in California to expeditiously notify California residents when
2. Pub. L. No. 104-191, 45 C.F.R Parts 160, 162 and 164. See also
Conn. Gen. Stat. §§ 38a-975 through 38a-999.
their unencrypted computerized personal information has
3. Pub. L. No. 106-102, 16 C.F.R Part 314. See also Conn. Gen. Stat.
been or is reasonably believed to have been acquired by an §§ 36a-41 through 36a-45.
Elouise Cobell et al. v. Gale A. Norton, as the Secretary of the Inteunauthorized person.30 This disclosure law applies whether rior4.(U.S.
Court of Appeals, D. C. Cir.), December 3, 2004. This is not
the computer intrusion occurs in California, Connecticut, the first information security case in which injunctive relief has been
imposed. See Cyber Promotions, Inc. v. Apex Global Information Services,
or any other state, and whether the company is located in Inc.
(E.D. Pa., 1997) (temporary restraining order enforcing contract to
California or elsewhere—provided the individual’s name in restore customer’s Internet access despite ISP’s failure to perform due
addition to his or her Social Security number, driver’s license to attacks).
5. Id. The district court had placed the burden of persuasion on the
number, or financial account number belong to a California DOI and failed to hold an evidentiary hearing. Two key DOI agencies,
including the Bureau of Indian Affairs, remain offline.
resident and are not encrypted.
6. Id.
Specifically, the law requires that the notice be (1) in
7. Id.
In re Verizon Related Reduction Claim, State of Maine Public Utiliwriting, or electronic if consistent with federal law regarding ties8.Commission,
Docket No. 2000-849 (April 30, 2003).
electronic signatures (15 U.S.C. 7001); (2) by substitute notice
9. Id.
10. See http://www.cert.org and http://www.sans.org/top20.htm for
(e.g., e-mail, Web posting, or major statewide media) if the a listing
of current vulnerabilities and patches.
cost to provide notice would exceed $250,000, the number
11. In re Verizon. See also Weigh Systems South, Inc. v. Mark’s Scales
Equipment, Inc. 68 S.W. 3d 299 (Ark. Sup. Ct. 2002) (inadequate
of individuals affected exceeds 500,000, or contact informa- &
computer security procedures meant company information was not a
tion is not sufficient; and (3) made without unreasonable trade secret).
12. Id.
delay.31 Although penalties for nondisclosure are not set forth
13. Helen Remsburg, Administratrix of the Estate of Amy Lynn Boyer v.
in the law, it provides for a private right of action and allows Docusearch, Inc., No. 2002-225 (N.H. Sup. Ct. 2003).
14. Id.
the California attorney general or a district attorney to sue for
15. Palsgraf v. Long Island R. C., 248 N.Y. 339 (1928) and United
damages.32
States et al. v. Carroll Towing, Co., 159 F.2d 169 (2d Cir.)(1947).
16. 15 U.S.C. § 46(a). The FTC’s actions are significant because its
California’s Office of Privacy Protection has issued detailed scope
includes “any person, partnership, or corporation engaged in or
Recommended Practices concerning protecting information whose business affects commerce.” Its scope does not include certain
financial institutions, including banks, savings and loan institutions,
security and preparing for notification in the event of a breach and
federal credit unions; telecommunications and interstate transporas well as specifics on the notification and coordination with tation common carriers; and air carriers.
17. 15 U.S.C. § 45(a)(1) (commonly referred to as Section 5 of the
consumer credit reporting agencies. Sample notice letters are FTC
Act or “Section 5”).
also included.33 The new California law may well become the
18. See http://www.ftc.gov/privacy/privacyinitiatives/promises_enf.

Full Disclosure
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html, which includes the FTC’s Section 5 privacy enforcements. In
addition, a number of state attorneys general have successfully used state
consumer protection laws to protect online privacy. See, for example, In
the Matter of Doubleclick, Inc., Agreement between the attorneys general
of the states of Arizona, California, Connecticut, Massachusetts, Michigan, New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, Vermont, and Washington
and Doubleclick (August 2002), available at http://www.oag. state.
ny.us/press/2002/aug/aug26a_02.html.
19. “Customer information” is nonpublic personal information. 16
C.F.R § 313.3(n).
20. C.F.R. Part 314, Standards for Safeguarding Customer Information, May 23, 2002, available at http://www.ftc.gov.os/2002/05/67fr
36585.pdf.
21. Id.
22. Id.

23. Financial Institutions and Customer Data: Complying with the
Safeguards Rule, available at http://www.ftc.gov/bcp/online/pubs/buspubs/safeguards.htm.
24. In the Matter of Nationwide Mortgage Group, Inc., FTC Docket
No. 9319 (November 16, 2004). This case is still pending.
25. In the Matter of Sunbelt Lending Services, Inc., Decision and
Order, FTC Docket No. C-4129, January 3, 2005.
26. In the Matter of Petco Animal Supplies, Inc., Agreement Containing Consent Order, FTC File No. 032-3221.
27. Id.
28. See notes 16 and 17 supra and accompanying text.
29. 2004 CSI/FBI Computer Crime and Security Survey, available
at http://www.cogsi.com (organizations fear negative publicity will hurt
stock or image).
30. Cal. Civ. Code Secs. 1798.29 and 1798.82 to 1798.84. Last year,
organizations began notifying California
residents that unencrypted personal information had been compromised. See “Texas
Hosting Company Reveals Hacks,” SecurityFocus News, March 14, 2004, available at
http://www.securityfocus.com/news/8240.
31. Id.
32. Id.
33. Recommended Practices on Notifi� ��������������������������������������������������������������������
cation of Security Breach Involving Personal Information, dated October 10, 2003,
�����������������������������������������������
available at http://www.privacy.ca.gov/rec� ��� ���� �������������� ������� �� ����� ������� ��� ����������� �����
ommendations/secbreach.pdf. The FTC also
�����������������������������������������������������������������
has guidance on steps to take if personal
information is compromised; it is available
����������������������������������������������������������������������
at http://www.ftc.gov.
��������������������������������������������
34. California has been the trendsetter
���������������������
with regard to privacy laws. The security
breach notification law was the model for
��������������������������������������������������������
similar federal and state laws introduced, but
��� ����� ��� ��� ������ ������� ������� ����� �����
never passed. Last September alone, Califor�����������������������������������������������
nia enacted laws addressing spyware (Cal.
���������������������������������������
Business & Professional Code Sec. 22947),
security obligations for personal information
��������������������������
(Cal. Civ. Code 1798.81), collecting medical
���������������������������������������������������
information for direct marketing purposes
��������������������������������������������������
(Cal. Civ. Code 179891), and restrictions
on displaying Social Security numbers on
�����������������������������������
paychecks (Cal. Labor Code 226(a). See
������������������������������������������������������
also the federal bank regulatory agencies
����������������������������
have issued for public comment a proposed
“Guidance on Response Programs for Unau���� ������������������������������������������������������������������
thorized Access to Customer Information
�����������������������������������������������������������������������������
and Customer Notice,” including (inter alia)
���������������������� ���� ����������� ������������ ��� ���� ��������� ��� �����
“procedures for notifying customers about
������� ���� ��� ���������� ������� ����������� ������ ������ �����
incidents of unauthorized access to customer
information that could result in substantial
��������������
harm or inconvenience to the customer.” See
� ���� ��� ������ ������� �� ������� ������� ����� ��� ����� ��� ������ ����
68 Fed. Reg. 47954 (August 12, 2003).
����������������������
35. Detailed explanations available at
http://en.wikipedia.org.wiki/spyware. ◗
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Meeting the
challenges
of electronic
discovery
by Jack Montgomery and Kenyon Shubert

T

he landscape of litigation is changing as a result of the chal-

lenges of electronic information. Implications of these changes are
daunting, both for counsel and for clients. If means are not found for
managing the electronic discovery process, costs of litigation may increase substantially. The risks of missteps in this process are large, ranging from waiver of the
attorney client privilege to sanctions, including default judgment.
Changes in the Federal Rules of
Civil Procedure are now the subject
of public comment. It is likely
that the revised rules will
be adopted within the next
year. However, even if these
changes take effect, lawyers
will still be left with a myriad
of unanswered questions
concerning their obligations, and those of their clients,
with respect to the protection,
preservation and production of
electronically stored information. A
symposium on these issues—featuring
federal and state judges, technical experts and
experienced litigators—will be held at the Augusta
Civic Center on May 20, 2005 to educate both the bench
and the bar, and to encourage discussion toward collaborative solutions to these puzzling questions. This article is
intended to introduce some of the issues to be addressed at The challenges of electronic discovery have many
the symposium and provide background on this subject to components. The first is the explosion in volume of inforthose who now deal with electronic discovery.
mation created, gathered and retained in electronic format

The Challenges of Electronic Discovery
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by both clients and their counsel. As noted in the Manual for
Complex Litigation (4th), Section 11.446i:
The sheer volume of such data, when compared with
conventional paper documentation, can be staggering.
A floppy disk, with 1.44 megabytes, is the equivalent of
720 typewritten pages of plain text. A CD-ROM, with
650 megabytes, can hold up to 325,000 typewritten
pages. One gigabyte is the equivalent of 500,000 typewritten pages. Large corporate computer networks
create backup data measured in terabytes, or 1,000,000
megabytes: each terabyte represents the equivalent of
500 billion typewritten pages of plain text.
The smallest 20-gigabyte Ipod can hold over three million
pages of word documents. The ever-reduced cost of data
storage will result in an ever-growing body of electronically
stored information resulting from every type of business
activity. In turn, an ever-growing number of devices are generating that data, including not only computers but also cell
phones, PDAs, Blackberrys, digital copies, digital voice mail
systems and many others.1
All of this information is potentially discoverable. Additionally, electronic data systems typically create multiple
duplicates—a single email, once sent, can create 14 duplicates
or more. Email strings take on a life of their own, flowing in
and out of the preserves of the attorney-client privilege if both
client and counsel fail to carefully manage their electronic
communications. When senders “reply to all” they generate
a copy of the document in numerous files, which creates
an enormous burden on counsel who may someday need
to review all email files of a company they represent. Each
“string” of email that is forwarded holds out the prospect to
the potential waiver of the attorney client privilege. The analysis of these multiple email strings in response to a request for
production of documents can be a very time consuming and
expensive undertaking.
The second aspect of the problem is the increasing awareness by the bar of the value of electronic information in the
Jack Montgomery’s practice focuses as a shareholder at Bernstein,
Shur, Sawyer & Nelson in Portland includes litigation, ADR, and computer law. He is a graduate of the University of Maine School of Law.
Kenyon Shubert’s practice as a BSSN associate is concentrated in civil
litigation. She is a recent graduate of the University of Maine School of
Law.

context of litigation, as well as the increasing sophistication
and thoroughness of the requests for that data. As attorney
knowledge grows, so too will the costs of complying with
“document” requests.
The third component of the problem is the lack of clear
rules concerning the obligations of parties and counsel
with respect to the retention, protection, identification and
production of electronic information. Even if the rules are
amended along the lines now proposed, critical questions
remain unanswered. Compounding this problematic lack of
clarity in procedural rules is the rapid development of case
law over the last year or two where courts in various jurisdictions are declaring—on an ad hoc basis—a number of rules
that appear to increase both the detailed personal involvement of counsel in the specifics of the discovery process
and the severity of sanctions for missteps. The rules of civil
procedure simply do not address a score of critical issues that
are now part of everyday discovery practice. In short, we are
now facing litigation’s new “Perfect Storm.”
All of the issues and problems associated with document
discovery in the “good old days” of “paper-only” litigation
are exacerbated by the advent of electronic information. Of
particular concern is that buried within this vast amount of
data is information that is “relevant” to the litigation (within
the meaning of Maine and federal Rules of Civil Procedure
26), while much of it is not.
How does the lawyer sort through to determine what
is discoverable and what is not? Moreover, emails, draft
documents, “metadata” and other information are often
laced with attorney-client privileged information, as well
as sensitive commercial information that parties will
want to protect. (According to one study, 75 percent of
emails contain proprietary information. Available at www.
businessleader.com/bl/nov02/techtools.html.) Although
software tools exist to assist the attorney in identifying
information, they are imperfect, costly to employ, and,
even when working at their best, only narrow the volume
of information that a competent reader still needs to review
in order to determine what is subject to protection from
disclosure and what is not.
Recent case law has created a great deal of concern about
the obligation of the attorney in the process of discovery of
electronic evidence, both inside and outside counsel. Despite
the ambiguity of this area of litigation, courts have not hesitated to impose sanctions on parties and their counsel as a
SPRING 2005 • MAINE BAR JOURNAL
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result of botched production of requested electronic documents. Parties have received anything from a stern rebuke to
an entry of default judgment.
In Kier v. UnumProvident Corp., 2003 WL 21997747
at *13 (S.D.N.Y., Aug. 22, 2003), after the defendant failed
to instruct its technical staff to comply with a preservation
order, the court instructed the parties to determine both the
feasibility of retrieving lost data and the extent of prejudice
to plaintiffs so that the court could later determine an appropriate remedy.
In Metropolitan Opera Assoc., Inc. v. Local 100, Hotel
Employees & Restaurant Employees International Union, 212
F.R.D. 178, 222 (S.D.N.Y. 2003), default judgment was
entered against the defendant after their counsel failed in a
number of respects to properly direct the preservation of electronic evidence, including failing to give their clients adequate
instructions about overall discovery obligations, including
what constitutes a “document.”
Worthy of careful study is the trial court’s discovery ruling
in Zubulake v. UBS Warburg LLC, 2004 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
13574 (S.D.N.Y., July 20, 2004). In Zubulake, the court
imposed sanctions based upon the defendant corporation’s
failure to identify and protect certain emails. However, the
court’s criticism was not solely directed at the defendant but
also at defendant’s counsel (both inside and out) for failing
to personally interview key players within the company. The
court went through a detailed analysis of what counsel must
do personally, including (1) communicate a “litigation hold”
on document destruction to all key players, (2) interview key
players concerning their practices for document storage and
communicate to them their obligation to preserve documents,
and (3) periodically remind key players of their obligation to
preserve and produce documents on an ongoing basis. The
court even suggested that it may be the duty of outside counsel
to take possession of backup tapes. As many may remember
from recent press accounts about one corporate scandal, is was
a “reminder” about a document retention policy which got
one young in-house lawyer in trouble when the government
interpreted that as a suggestion to actually destroy documents. Thus, the entire subject of document retention must
be handled carefully.
Costs of processing electronic data are substantial and are
often measured in the tens of thousands of dollars, and they
have the potential to rise dramatically if backup tapes and
other “non-active” data must be reviewed.
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The Proposed Changes to
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure
Proposed changes to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure address a number of the challenges raised by electronic
data discovery. The text of the proposed changes can be found
at http://www.uscourts.gov/rules/comment2005/CVAug04.
pdf. These proposals have in turn generated a large number of
official comments: http://www.uscourts.gov/rules/e-discovery.
html. As noted above, the proposed rules leave open many critical questions, both legal and tactical. For example:
1. Broad Definition of Electronically Stored
Information: Rule 34(a)
The new definition is intended to make clear the breadth of electronically stored information subject to discovery under the Rules.
Issues: What is the full range of electronic data covered by the
federal rules? (See ABA Litigation Standard 29 for lengthy list of edata devices, endnote 1.) How should document requests be worded
to fully cover all types of data? Is it prudent to file a request as broad
as the proposed rules contemplate, i.e., is your client prepared to be
on the receiving end of a “Fully Monty” electronic document request?
What are the rules for determining who bears the cost of protection
and preservation? Who bears the cost of production?
2. Format of Production: Rule 34(b)
When a production format is not specified in an information
request, a responding party should produce documents in the
format in which the information is “ordinarily maintained” or
in an electronically searchable form.
Issues: How should counsel shape information requests?
Should information be sought as maintained (default under
rule) or in some other form? Should businesses change their
information storage procedures in anticipation of litigation?
3. Option to Produce Electronically Stored
Information in Response to Interrogatories:
Rule 33(d)
Under the new version of Rule 33, the responding party is
allowed to produce electronic data when responding to interrogatories as long as the requesting party is able to locate and
identify the information as easily as the responding party could
locate and identify the same information.
Issues: Will the proposed rule encourage a “data dump”
strategy? What software tools are available to speed up massive data
searches and ferret out relevant information? How is the attorney

client privilege to be protected in the course of responding to
wide sweeping information requests? Will the courts accommodate parties in terms of time for production when the volume of
data to deal with mushrooms beyond control? How can lawyers
effectively educate the court on the difficulties of complying with
scheduling orders without appearing to delay or obfuscate?
4. Information Not Reasonably Accessible:
Rule 26(b)(2)(C)
To obtain electronically stored information that is not
“reasonably accessible,” this change requires the requesting party
to obtain a court order compelling the responding party to
produce the information.
Issues: What is “reasonably accessible”? What costs are
involved in extracting data that is not “reasonably accessible”?
Who will bear those costs? Will this provision have any impact
on data retention policies of businesses going forward, e.g., will
all non-current data be transferred to “not reasonably accessible
state” as a matter of course?
5. Belated Assertion of Privilege:
Rule 26(b)(5)(B)
“Unringing the bell” following inadvertent disclosure.
(B) Privileged information produced. When a party produces
information without intending to waive a claim of privilege it
may, within a reasonable time, notify any party that received
the information of its claim of privilege. After being notified,
a party must promptly return, sequester, or destroy the specified information and any copies. The producing party must
comply with Rule 26(b)(5)(A) with regard to the information
and preserve it pending a ruling by the court.
Issues: Does this rule really accomplish its purpose? How
likely is it that a party will discover its error within a “reasonable
time”? Who has time to go back and double check past productions? What is a “reasonable time”? How would this change
impact case law in the federal courts in Maine? What technological tools are available to avoid these inadvertent disclosures?
How does a lawyer deal with thousands of potentially privileged
emails, recognizing that a judge is highly unlikely to be willing
to review them all in camera?
6. Safe Harbor on Sanctions:
Rule 37(f) ‘Safe Harbor’
Unless a party violated an order in the action requiring it
to preserve electronically stored information a court may not

impose sanctions under these rules on the party for failing to
provide such information if:
(1) the party took reasonable steps to preserve the information after it knew or should have known the information was
discoverable in the action; and
(2) the failure resulted from loss of the information because
of the routine operation of the party’s electronic information
system.
Issues: Is it ever reasonable to destroy data after a party has
notice of a claim but before it has been served in a lawsuit? Will
the rule increase or lessen the burden on parties to protect information prior to the commencement of litigation? What factors
should be considered in determining “reasonableness”? From a
practical view, how can backup tapes ever be preserved on an
ongoing basis where they are overwriting themselves daily and
new relevant data is constantly being created that may or may
not be privileged?
These are just a few of the many important issues that remain
unresolved by the proposed rule changes.

Seeking Solutions

In an attempt to educate both the bench and the bar,
and to initiate a dialogue aimed at collaborative solutions to
these vexing problems, the Sections on Insurance and Federal
Practice and the Committee on Technology of the Maine Bar
Association will present a symposium on electronic discovery at
the Augusta Civic Center on May 20, 2005.
The faculty will include judges (Hon. George Z. Singal, Hon.
David Cohen, Hon. Margaret Kravchuk, Hon. Andrew M.
Mead), litigators (Paul Chaiken, Esq., Phillip M. Coffin III,
Esq., Charles A. Harvey, Jr., Esq., Bernard J. Kubitz, Esq.,
Karen Frink Wolf, Esq., Kenyon Shubert, Esq.) and consultants
with expertise in the software and “outsourcing” options available to assist counsel in dealing with the challenges of electronic
discovery. The author of this article (Jack Montgomery) will
moderate and participate on the Panel.
A copy of the tentative agenda is attached at the end of
this article. Among other topics, the program will explore
the legal and technological challenges of electronic discovery,
the proposed Federal rules changes, the technological tools
available to litigators to help master these challenges (and the
costs associated with them) and litigation strategy considerations. The program will conclude with a discussion of areas
of collaboration between counsel and between the bar and the
bench, including the possibility of changes in the local rules,
SPRING 2005 • MAINE BAR JOURNAL
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the Maine Rules of Civil Procedure, and the use of consent
discovery orders.
One issue to bear in mind will be the difficulty of Maine
companies and law firms in establishing systems and procedures
in anticipation of an electronic discovery request if there are
differing rules between the State and Federal court systems. All
judges and attorneys are welcomed and encouraged to attend.

Summary

Electronic data will increasingly challenge counsel
and judges. The impacts are likely to include a substantial
increase in the costs of litigation, at least in medium and large
cases. The Bench and the Bar have an opportunity to work
collaboratively to anticipate and mitigate these problems, and
thereby reduce the burden to litigants. However, the adoption of
the proposed changes to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure is
only a partial step in that direction and is not a panacea. ◗
———

1. See ABA Standards for Litigation, Rev. 2004:
29. Electronic Information.
a. Duty to Preserve Identifying Electronic Information. In identifying electronic data that parties may be called upon, in appropriate circumstances, to preserve or produce, counsel, parties and courts should
consider:
i. A party’s duty to take reasonable steps to preserve potentially
relevant documents, described in Standard 10 above, also applies to information contained or stored in an electronic medium or format, including a computer word-processing document, storage medium, spreadsheet,
database and electronic mail: The following types of data:
A. Email (including attachments);
B. Word processing documents;
C. Spreadsheets;
D. Presentation documents;
E. Graphics;
G. Animations;
H. Images;
I. Audio, video and audiovisual recordings; and
J. Voicemail.
ii. The following platforms in the possession of the party or a third
person under the control of the party (such as an employee or outside vendor under contract):
A. Databases;
B. Networks;
C. Computer systems, including legacy systems (hardware and
software);
D. Servers;
E. Archives;
F. Back up or disaster recovery systems;
G. Tapes, discs, drives, cartridges and other storage media;
H. Laptops;
I. Personal computers;
J. Internet data;
K. Personal digital assistants;
L. Handheld wireless devices;
M. Mobile telephones;
N. Paging devices; and
O. Audio systems, including voicemail. ◗
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Above and beyond

your expectations.
At Banknorth, we will always do more to serve our customers
and our community with dedication and distinction. Our remarkable success story is backed by the strength and stability of a
$31-billion enterprise that is one of the fastest growing financial
services organizations in the Northeast.

ALTERNATIVE
DISPUTE
RESOLUTION

Senior Attorney
Portland

Assist General Counsel with Board of Directors and corporate
issues, including monitoring changes in laws, regulations
and corporate governance practices, and drafting memoranda
to the Board and management regarding the changes. You
will also help draft and file various SEC, Federal Reserve
Bank and other regulatory reports and interact with Investor
Relations and outside counsel on disclosure and various shareholder issues.
Acting as Assistant Clerk to TD Banknorth and Banknorth,
N.A., you will draft resolutions and minutes, and develop
agendas for Board meetings. You will also assure compliance
with corporate governance best practices, maintain corporate
records and interact with Board members, auditors and
regulatory agencies.
Assisting General Counsel in mergers and acquisitions,
including participation in due diligence and documentation
work, you will help conduct internal investigations and respond
to regulatory and government agencies. You will administer
and oversee directors’ and senior executive officers’ compliance with Securities Exchange Act requirements for insiders.
You must have a JD degree from an accredited college or university and be a member of the Maine Bar or other appropriate
state Bar. You should also have at least five years’ corporate
legal experience and strong knowledge of SEC filing requirements and publicly traded companies. A strong understanding
of corporate governance and ability to operate in a fast-paced
environment with interaction with the Board of Directors and
senior level executives are essential. Excellent communication
skills, strong legal research and analysis skills and knowledge
of banking/financial services operations and issues are also
important requirements.

Are you ready to move above and beyond the routine of everyday business? Consider the attractive salaries, benefits, challenges and opportunity for career fulfillment at Banknorth.

Bernard J. Kubetz
Martin L. Wilk
William B. Devoe

207-992-4832
207-729-1144
207-992-4336

Experienced Innovative Effective
Bangor · Augusta · Brunswick · Dover-Foxcroft · Ellsworth

MAP

Maine
Assistance
Program
for Lawyers

Not just for alcohol/drug
addiction anymore.

A program providing conﬁdential assistance to lawyers, judges, and law students
having problems with mood or mental
health disorders, substance abuse, or other
addictions and personal problems.
In cooperation with the MSBA
Substance Abuse Committee.

Apply online. Go to www.Banknorth.com
and click on “Careers”
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Call MAP. We can HELP!
1-800-530-4627

Your conﬁdentiality is protected.
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Blog Wars:
A long time ago
in an Internet
far, far away . . .

I

t used to be that the Internet was just words—folks just writing
to one another. Then came pictures and graphics. No one had websites—then
everyone had websites. Now the latest Web tool is the most popular thing on
the Internet since—well, since websites themselves. Weblogs are taking over, and
they’re at war with websites.

by Alan R. Nye

But what exactly is a weblog, or “blog”? Merriam-Webster’s
lists blog as its most searched-for word for 2004, and defines
it this way:
BLOG noun [short for Weblog] (1999): a Web site
that contains an online personal journal with reflections, comments, and often hyperlinks provided by the
writer.
How does a blog differ from a website? To the casual
viewer, they’re practically indistinguishable. They can
have their own domain name (www.YourFirmName.com)
and be of any design imaginable, can include written
descriptions, graphics, photographs, even audio and video
clips. In short, anything that can appear on a website can
also appear on a blog. The real difference between them
is that a blog makes putting new content on the Internet
a snap.
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Han Solo: Traveling through hyperspace
ain’t like dusting crops, boy.
Let’s face it—putting up a website required lots of knowledge
about graphics, HTML, File Transfer Protocol, using META
tags, and registering domain names—in other words, you either
had to hire someone to do it or else be a geek yourself. With blogs
it’s different. New software tools make starting and maintaining
a blog so easy that even the technically challenged can do it. If
you can use word processing software, you can learn to blog.
And it’s not just lawyers who are blogging. You can find
blogs on virtually any topic. What’s more important, businesses
of all types have recognized that blogging makes good sense
financially. General Motors has a blog written by GM Vice
Chairman Bob Lutz; Microsoft has more than six hundred bloggers in the company—its most well known blogger is Robert
Scoble (http://scoble.weblogs.com); Sony sponsors the blog Lifehacker (www.lifehacker.com), which is filled with tips on how

to make computing easier;
and Michael Wyatt, the
president and chief operating officer of Thomas
Nelson Publishers, t he
largest Christian publishing
company in the world and
the ninth largest publishing company of any kind,
maintains a blog (http://
michaelhyatt.blogs.com/
workingsmart/). More and
more major companies are
adding blogs every day to
help them connect with
their customers.
The Wall Street Journal reported on March 1, 2005, that:
“Some eight million Americans now publish blogs and 32
million people read them, according to Pew Internet &
American Life Project. What began as a form of public diarykeeping has become an important supplement to a business’s
on-line strategy: Blogs can connect with consumers on a
personal level—and keep them visiting a company’s Web site
regularly.” The Journal article concluded that the “blog as a
business tool has arrived.”

No longer was news converge limited to the mainstream
media—bloggers made grassroots journalism a reality.
So what makes blogs so popular? And believe me, they
are popular. Technorati, a search engine that keeps track of
what is happening in the blogosphere (the on-line world of
blogs) reported on March 14, 2005, that it is now tracking
nearly eight million blogs, and more than 900 million links.
That’s about double the number of blogs tracked in October
2004. Their statistics show that the blogosphere is doubling
in size about once every five months. It has already grown
at this pace four times, which means that in the last twenty
C-3PO: We seem to be made to suffer.
months, the blogosphere has increased in size sixteen times
It’s our lot in life.
over. Technorati also reports that thirty to forty thousand
new blogs are being created each day. Compared to the past,
Blogs over the last year have done some pretty amazing things. this is more than double the rate in October 2004, when
During the Asian tsunami, bloggers were the first ones to show there were about fifteen thousand new blogs created each
video clips of the enormously destructive waves coming ashore. day.
Bloggers helped lead to Dan Rather’s difficulties on CBS by
The easy answer is that blogs are popular because they’re so
breaking the story involving President Bush’s National Guard easy to set up and use. Just how do you go about it?
service. Bloggers repeatedly called for the resignation of Sen.
Trent Lott as Senate majority leader because of his use of racial Luke: I’m Luke Skywalker.
comments in speeches. During the last presidential election, polit- I’m here to rescue you.
ical bloggers posted daily about every facet of the campaign, the
party conventions, the debates, and the final election.
The first thing you should do is to take a look at some of
the most popular legal blogs to see how it’s being done. A good
Alan R. Nye is an attorney in Portland and practices business law, real
place to start is the dozen blogs listed in the sidebar. All of the
estate, Internet law and family law. He is a frequent writer and lecturer
on Internet and technology topics. His book reviews, software reviews, blogs on the Law.com Blog Network (http://legalblogwatch.
and articles have been published in the Maine Bar Journal, the Maine
typepad.com/) are independent blogs on a variety of topics,
Lawyers Review, the Portland Press Herald, and other local and national
from solo practice and criminal law to intellectual property
publications. He maintains a blog at www.alnyethelawyerguy.com and
can be reached at anye@alannye.com.
and constitutional law.
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If you want to know what other lawyers—including law Princess Leia: Help me, Obi-Wan Kenobi;
professors, law students and others in the legal field—are you’re my only hope.
writing about, go to the Daily Whirl, at www.dailywhirl.com
or www.Blawg.org. These sites will give you summaries of
Once you’ve decided to start a blog, the most difficult task
what folks are writing about all over the web. I’m certain that you’ll have is figuring out what to write about. Your review
something of interest will catch your attention.
of the previously mentioned blogs will help you get a feel
The word “blawg” means the same thing as weblog or blog. for topics that are already being covered by others. But you
Denise Howell, the writer of Bag and Baggage (http://bgbg. shouldn’t be discouraged if you find someone writing about
blogspot.com/) came up with the term by combining the the exact topic you’d like to discuss—the beauty about blogs
words “law” and “blog” as a way to distinguish what lawyers is that you can cover the same ground, but do it in your own
write from the rest of the blogosphere. (The word blawg is still voice, with your own opinion and ideas about a topic. In addifrequently seen, though the trend is to use the more inclusive tion, you could always bring the message closer to home by
term blog or weblog.)
telling your readers how a new opinion, a recent news item or
The question remains … why
national trial holds lessons for
should lawyers blog at all?
people in Maine.
Dennis Kennedy, a prominent
Han Solo: Look, Your
legal blogger at www.denniskenWorshipfulness, let’s get one
nedy.com, recently posted on
thing straight. I take orders
his blog about the question of
from just one person: me.
whether there is still room for
small firm or solo lawyer blogs.
I can think of two main
His response was a resounding
reasons to blog: first, it’s good
“yes!” He writes: “In the blog
for you. Second, it’s good for
world, the clear individual voice
business.
carries more weight than a more
I’ve been blogging (www.
homogenized group voice.” He
alnyethelawyerguy.com) for only about six months, but cautions that posts with quality content are more important
each day I look forward to posting about topics that than posting frequently (quality vs. quantity). In addition, he
interest me. I enjoy scanning news stories and writing feels that large law firms are likely to blog just for the marketing
down my thoughts about current events. Many times I aspect—whereas “long-time individual practicing lawyer blogpost about legal subjects—but I’m just as likely to write gers (and other individual legal bloggers) are blogging because
about the Red Sox, an upcoming movie, the war in Iraq, they have passion for their topics and blogging itself.”
technology, politics, or a book I’ve recently read. I enjoy
In other words, come on in—the water’s fine.
the expressive outlet that blogging provides. You might
As to what you should write about, the answer is simple.
too.
Write about what you know. Even better, write what you’re
In the short time I’ve been blogging, I’ve exchanged emails passionate about.
with dozens of fellow bloggers—lawyers, law professors, legal
If you’re a successful trial lawyer, write about trial practice
consultants, CEO’s, entrepreneurs, professional writers and and guide all those lawyers, witnesses and parties who dread
publishers. I’ve had one person contact me about doing legal entering a courtroom. If your specialty is estate planning,
work from seeing my blog, and have had at least three current write about the importance of proper planning and how you
clients comment favorably about it. I’ve accepted a position saved a client thousands of dollars by recommending a certain
on the editorial advisory board of a national legal magazine: trust provision. If you do medical malpractice cases, talk about
Law Technology News. I’ve even had discussions with the what a client needs in order to win a case. Describe some of
ABA about writing a book for lawyers: all as a direct result of your trials in general terms or discuss the latest types of cases
having a blog.
that you’re seeing.
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Bruce MacEwen, who writes
the blog Adam Smith, Esq. (www.
adamsmithesq.com/blog/) cautions,
“Without question, the hardest part
of launching a blog is deciding what
you want to write about. Too broad
(“IT in law firms”) and you’ll never
make an intellectual dent in your
subject. Too narrow (“Spam Filters”)
and you’ll never command an audience.”
Darth Vader: I find your
lack of faith disturbing.
Now that you’ve decided what to write about, you still
need to choose how you’ll publish that information to the
web. If you want to stick with having a professional make
and design your blog, Kevin O’Keefe at Lexblog (www.
lexblog) can help you. But there really isn’t any need for
a solo practitioner or small firm hiring someone to design
a blog—after all the vast majority of the new 30,000—
40,000 blogs started every day are ready-made products,
like Blogger (www.blogger.com), Typepad (www.typepad.
com), and WordPress (www.wordpress.org) which make
setting up and starting your blog a breeze. In addition, all
of these platforms allow a free trial period. Some of them
are completely free.
What do you do after you’ve posted for a few weeks and
start running out of material to write about? Make things up.
Just kidding.
Getting ideas to write about is as easy as clicking your
mouse. Most of your favorite magazines are on-line—check
them out. In addition, go to the major news outlets on-line,
CNN, CBS, Fox—wherever you typically watch the news.
Get the latest stories from FindLaw, Law.com, or national
and regional newspapers like the New York Times, the Washington Post or the Boston Globe. Pay attention to what other
bloggers are writing about. You’ll soon find that there are far
more newsworthy items than you can keep track of or want
to comment on.
Reading lots of information from a variety of sites brings
up another issue: time. How can you possibly read 20 or 30
sites or more each day and have any time left to practice law?
Worry not—I have the answer.

Darth Vader: I have you now!
The key to reading lots of information on the web is
RSS—Really Simple Syndication. RSS has been around for a
number of years but has become much more popular recently.
It was developed to syndicate content to subscribers. What
this means is that once you “subscribe” to a website or blog,
new information is sent to you whenever the site is updated. A
news aggregator, such as Bloglines (www.bloglines.com), Feed
Demon (www.feeddemon.com) Newsgator (www.newsgator.
com) and others allow you to have a set page on the Internet
that you can visit and all your RSS feeds will appear on that
site. That way you can quickly view dozens of sites of your
choice from a single on-line location and see what new stories
or posts have been published since the last time you visited.
Again, each of these sites has a free trial period and some, like
Bloglines, are free.
The key to being noticed by other bloggers, by readers and
by search engines, is to post frequently. Search engines like
Google love sites that change their content frequently. Post
often and get noticed.
Another word of advice is to maintain a blogroll—a section
of your blog that provides links to other blogs that you find
interesting. Search engines also love sites that have lots of links
to them, as well as links to others. After you’ve been blogging
for a while, write to other blogs that you enjoy reading and let
the author know that you’ve provided a link to their blog and
ask if they’ll reciprocate. Then register your site with all the
major search engines and watch your site speed toward the top
of the rankings.
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A word of caution about asking too quickly for reciprocal
links: make sure that you have valuable content on your site so
that the more “established” bloggers have a reason to add you
to their blogs. Warns Dennis Kennedy:
There are some very generous legal bloggers who routinely
mention new legal blogs. They do that because they are good
people. They do not offer a free marketing service to which
you have some entitlement. They’ll mention your blog when
they get the chance. Similarly, I mention other blogs because
they have great information that is useful to my audience. If
you want me to mention your blog, work on producing great
content, not on emailing me to ask me to mention your blog
or to link to it or to add it to my “blogroll.”
A final word on blogging is to write well. “The difference between the right word and the almost right word is
the difference between lightning and the lightning bug.”
—Mark Twain
Obi-Wan: Use the Force, Luke.
Your blog isn’t an appellate brief. You’re not writing a
formal letter to an insurance company demanding compensatory damages for your client. You wouldn’t want to keep the
same jargon you use in a complaint or a Motion for Summary
Judgment. Blogs can be serious and discuss important issues—
but the writing needs to be clear and succinct. Think about
who will read your blog; if it’s mainly for other lawyers or
you’re attempting to show that you’re an expert in a certain
field, being a little more formal is probably a good idea. But
if you’re writing for the general public, if marketing is your
primary reason for writing, simple language is better.
At http://www.whatsnextblog.com/archives/2005/01/how_
to_write_ki.asp, one blogger posted these ideas in expanded
form about writing great blog posts:
• Short, declarative sentences are good.
• Link like crazy.
• Aim at keeping your posts at about 250 words.
• Include complete thoughts in headlines.
• Keep sentences and paragraphs short.
• Don’t take yourself too seriously.
• Never lose your sense of humor.
• Write like it counts.
• Use the simplest possible word and sentence structure.
• Use bold text and italics for emphasis on words and
phrases.
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• Choose your voice and keep it consistent.
• Don’t be afraid to voice opinions.
Darth Vader: The Force is strong with this one.
If you enjoy writing, you’ll soon find that the more you
write, the more you’ll have to write about. Once you get used
to blogging, it becomes a daily part of your practice. The value
in blogging is that it not only gives you an outlet for your
creative juices, it allows others to get a glimpse behind the
curtain—to see what kind of person you are other than the
just “a lawyer.” A blog, in essence, tends to humanize anyone
who writes one.
When the Internet was young, many folks had the notion
that everyone could be a publisher. To a large degree, blogs
have brought that idea to fruition. So whether you want to
establish an on-line diary to discus the New England Patriots,
muse about the latest episode of “Lost,” or write about your
passion for employment law, the tools are out there for you to
let the world know your thoughts.
“Blogging is like writing an email, cc:World.”—Doc Searls
Han Solo: Fast ship? You’ve never heard
of the Millennium Falcon?
If you’re concerned that blogging is too new, too cutting
edge—don’t be. One of the latest trends among blogger is to
not only write their blogs—but also record them and make the
audio available as a “podcast.” The “pod” in this context doesn’t
refer to alien creatures you might meet in a Star Wars Cantina
but to the Apple iPod music player. Podcasting allows bloggers to
distribute digital audio files on their site for playback in an iPod
or other portable music player. You can also listen to them on
your computer. You can also track and automatically download
podcasts the same way you do your favorite bloggers or news sites.
For a good example of podcasting, visit the previously mentioned
site Bag and Baggage (http://bgbg.blogspot.com/).
If podcasting isn’t cutting edge enough for you, some bloggers are also putting out vlogs, or video blogs. Vlogs are exactly
what you think they are. Instead of using text or mere audio
through podcasts to share information, some bloggers are now
showing short videos on their sites. The initial coverage of the
tsunami by bloggers who included video on their sites caused so
much traffic that their sites were overloaded. Some went from
having around a dozen visitors to their sites to having several

hundred thousand in a few days after
posting amateur videos of the disaster.
For an example of a lawyer using
both podcasts and vlogs, check out what
J. Craig Williams is doing on his site
“May It Please The Court” (http://www.
mayitpleasethecourt.net/journal.asp).
Who will win the blogging wars:
websites or blogs? The answer doesn’t
really matter. Blogging is here to stay.
The question to ask yourself is : Are
you ready to join in, or remain on the
sidelines? ◗

Some war-winning law blogs
Legal Blog Watch
(http://legalblogwatch.typepad.

law professors—who also

Investigative Attorney for the U. S.

post on the blog. Volokh

International Trade Commission.

com/legal_blog_watch) Lisa Stone

teaches First Amendment law,

provides daily updates on and

copyright law, and firearms

MyShingle.com

links to the latest insight from

regulation policy, so his blog

(http://www.myshingle.com) Carolyn

Law.com’s network of bloggers

often focuses on those issues

Elefant is a sole practitioner whose

as well as others bloggers.

and other academic topics.

Stone is a journalist who has

blog is filled with advice on solo
and small firm practice.

written for The New York Times

May It Please The Court

and other publications.

(www.mayitpleasethecourt.net) J.

The [non]billable hour

Craig Williams is the founder of

(http://thenonbillablehour.typepad.

WLF/The Williams Law Firm. Prior

com) Matt Homann maintains

to founding the firm, he was a

a general practice but devotes

Bruce MacEwen practices in

broadcaster and journalist. He

about half his time to mediation.

New York City. He is a lawyer,

puts his talents to good use on

Matt is often one of those writers

businessperson and a consultant

his blog by providing not only

who think “out of the box” and he

to law firms. He was an economics

interesting reading, but also a

often presents useful new ways

major as an undergraduate

variety of podcasts and vlogs.

of looking at how to practice law.

I/P Updates

Jottings by
an Employer’s Lawyer

Adam Smith, Esq.
(www.bmacewen.com/blog)

and his clear passion is the
business side of practicing law.

The Volokh Conspiracy

(http://ip-updates.blogspot.
com) Bill Heinze practices

(http://employerslawyer.blogspot.

(http://volokh.com) UCLA

intellectual property law

com) Michael Fox (no “J.” as

professor Eugene Volokh

dealing with issues like patents,

a middle initial—it’s “W”) is a

writes this blog. He has

trademark and design and unfair

litigator who specializes in labor

fourteen writers—often other

competition. He is a former

and employment law. He defends
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employers in employment law

that originated in Pilgrim days

writes this new blog after having

litigation “all across Texas.”

when overly opinionated women

consulted with law departments

who displeased Puritan elders

for many years to help them

Crime and Federalism

were punished by dunking in

manage themselves and their

(http://federalism.typepad.com)

the local pond. Just to prove that

outside counsel. He is a former

This blog describes itself this way:

no one is perfect, she is also an

practicing lawyer, author of

ardent New York Yankees fan.

six books, a senior director of

“A recent law school graduate and
experienced criminal defense
and civil rights lawyer discuss
recent news and court opinions,

Robert Ambrogi’s
LawSites

Hildebrandt International.

Excited Utterances

emphasizing federal crimes,

(http://www.legaline.com/lawsites.

(http://excitedutterances.blogspot.

federalism, and section 1983

html) Robert Ambrogi is a lawyer

com) Joy London, a lawyer,

actions.” Michael Cernovich and

and vice president for editorial

works as the knowledge and

Norman Pattis write for this blog.

services at the legal consulting

training manager of Allen &

firm Jaffe Associates. A journalist

Overy’s U. S. Law Group. She

The Common Scold

and writer, he is author of the

not only covers the world of

(http://commonscold.typepad.

book, The Essential Guide to

legal technology, knowledge

com/commonscold) Monica Bay

the Best (and Worst) Legal Sites

management, and professional

is a member of the California

on the Web. A review of the

training in law firms, but she

bar (living in New York) and is

book is posted on my blog.

also explores the complicated

editor in chief of Law Technology
News, and editorial director

aspects of implementing

of Law Firm Inc. and Small Firm

Law Department
Management

Business magazines. She named

(http://lawdepartmentmanagement.

her blog after a cause of action

typepad.com) Rees Morrison

knowledge management in
international law firms.

A glossary of some common terms in the world of blogging
Aggregator: Also known as newsreaders. An aggregator is a program
that allows you to read RSS files. One
of the most popular online aggre-

often provided; (verb) to write a

line is such a way that software

weblog.

automatically detects new files and

Blogger: A person who owns or
writes for a blog.

downloads them for listening whenever it’s convenient to the user.

gators is Bloglines (www.bloglines.

Blogosphere: The world of blogs.

com).

Blogroll: A blogroll is a list of links

Syndication. It allows users to get

in the sidebar of a blog, often linking

free, automatic updates of headlines

to similar blogs or blogs that the

or entire posts whenever blogs or

writer enjoys reading.

news services put something new on

Blawg: A blog written by a lawyer
or someone in the legal profession.
Blog: Short for weblog. A blog is
a type of website that contains an

Podcast: Podcasting combines the

online section that is easily updated

words “pod” as in Apple’s iPod, and

by the writer, comments by readers

“broadcasting.” Audio files (usually

and hyperlinks to other sites are

MP3 files) are made available on-
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RSS: Acronym for Really Simple

the Internet.
Vlog: Video blog. A blog used to
display various forms of video.

D AVID J. B OURNE , M.D.
FORENSIC PSYCHIATRY
Dr. Bourne has extensive experience working on behalf
of both plaintiffs and defendants and holds Certiﬁcation
by the American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology in
Psychiatry and in the Subspecialty of Forensic Psychiatry.
• Assessment of psychic harm
• Workers’ compensation evaluation
• Disability assessment, ADA cases
• Psychiatric and psychotherapist malpractice
• Malingering assessment
• Assessment of validity of sexual abuse allegations
• Assessment of damages due to sexual abuse
• Sexual harassment cases
• Competence assessment and testamentary capacity
• Criminal responsibility and insanity defense
• Threat assessment
• Fitness for duty evaluation

References Available on Request
477 Congress St., 5th Floor
Portland, Maine 04101-3406
Tel: 207-774-6330
Fax: 207-773-8597

15 Constitution Dr., Suite 159
Bedford, NH 03110-6041
Tel: 603-471-1011
Fax: 603-472-2370

Evaluations elsewhere by special arrangement
In addition to forensic evaluation, patient care is also available in the Portland ofﬁce
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What’s so special about trucks?
The Fourth Amendment and
commercial motor vehicles

by William J. Barry

M

aine State Police Trooper Mike Graham1 was on
patrol on Interstate 295 in South Portland. At approximately
9:45 pm he stopped an eighteen-wheel truck hauling a
closed trailer.2 Trooper Graham observed the name “Long Haul
Trucking” and a DOT number on the door of the cab.3 On the
trailer’s sides was the logo “Green Freight Transport.” Trooper
Graham activated his blue lights and stopped the truck for the sole
purpose of checking compliance with commercial truck regulations.
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Trooper Graham requested and the driver produced his
log book, toll and fuel receipts and shipping papers but he
could not show proof of State of Maine Operating Authority.4
After reviewing the documents, Trooper Graham determined
that the driver’s log was false. Because the shipping papers
indicated that the driver was hauling rolls of paper, Trooper
Graham decided to check for load securement and asked the
driver to open the locked trailer doors. After some protest
about the officer lacking a search warrant, the driver complied.
Inside the trailer, Trooper Graham observed numerous rolls of
paper, some leaning against the trailer walls. The driver was
subsequently cited for a false log, not having State of Maine
Operating Authority, and improper load securement.
The driver asks you for advice. What do you tell him?
Attorneys unfamiliar with commercial truck regulations would
probably say that the stop violated his Fourth Amendment
rights because the trooper lacked reasonable and articulable
suspicion of a violation of law. Furthermore, the trooper had
no right to search the locked trailer without a warrant. Therefore, evidence obtained as a result of the illegal stop should be
inadmissible at a trial.
The Fourth Amendment
If the defendant was driving a car, you would be correct.
A law enforcement officer must have reasonable and articulable
suspicion of a violation of law before stopping a motor vehicle.
But this defendant was driving a commercial motor vehicle,
and law enforcement officers, authorized to enforce the Federal
Motor Carrier Safety Regulations,5 can stop trucks without
any suspicion of wrongdoing.6 They can also search trucks
without a warrant. Although the Fourth Amendment to the
U.S. Constitution and Art. 1 Section 5 of the Maine Constitution apply to commercial vehicles, the U. S. Supreme Court
has ruled that because certain businesses are highly regulated
by the government, there is a diminished expectation of privacy.
Accordingly, warrantless stops and inspections may be constitutionally permissible. The reasoning begins with the Fourth
Amendment of the U. S. Constitution, which provides:

William J. Barry has been an assistant district attorney in Portland,
Maine, since November 2000. He is a graduate of Vermont Law School
and of Emerson College in Boston, where he earned a B.S. and an M.S.
in communication, and was chairman of the communication/broadcasting department at St. Joseph’s College in Standish, Maine, before
enrolling in law school.

The right of the people to be secure in their persons,
houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable
searches and seizures shall not be violated … 7
An encounter between a police officer and a member of the
public does not always constitute a seizure for purposes of the
Fourth Amendment.
“Law enforcement officers do not violate the Fourth Amendment by merely approaching an individual on the street or in
another public place, by asking him if he is willing to answer
some questions. … If there is no detention—no seizure within
the meaning of the Fourth Amendment—then no constitutional rights have been infringed.”8
Clearly, a seizure does occur when the person is not free
to leave.9 Even a brief stop of a person, commonly referred to
as a “Terry” stop, is a seizure although more limited in scope
than a formal arrest.10 Motor vehicle stops are the equivalent
of a Terry stop.11 Thus, a police officer must have reasonable
and articulable suspicion to believe that a violation of law has
taken or is taking place before he or she can initiate a stop of
a motor vehicle.12 This requirement, however, does not apply
to commercial motor vehicles. Why? What is different about
a commercial truck?
The Fourth Amendment
and Closely Regulated Businesses
Commercial trucking is a closely regulated industry.13
The Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulations, promulgated
by Congress pursuant to the Motor Carrier Safety Act,14 were
adopted by Maine “to promote the safety of the operation of
motor carriers over the highways.”15 These rules regulate such
areas as qualifications and hours of service of drivers, inspection, repair, and maintenance of commercial motor vehicles
and safety equipment.16 This heightened interest in regulating certain businesses concomitantly reduces an expectation
of privacy by the business owner.17 In these circumstances,
warrantless inspections may pass constitutional muster if they
meet the reasonableness standard of the Fourth Amendment.
In New York v. Burger, the Court established three criteria
for determining the validity of a warrantless inspection.18
Joseph Burger owned a junkyard in Brooklyn, New York.
Primarily, his business involved selling parts from junked cars.
The junkyard consisted of cars and car parts in an open lot
with a high fence and no buildings. On November 17, 1982,
five police officers from the Auto Crimes Division of the New
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York City Police Department went to Burger’s junkyard for an
inspection. Police officers found stolen vehicles and vehicle
parts and charged Burger with possession of stolen property
and unregistered operation as a vehicle dismantler.
Burger filed a motion in district court to suppress the
evidence, arguing that the administrative inspection was
unconstitutional. The court denied the motion and the
Appellate Division affirmed. The New York Court of Appeals
however, reversed, concluding that the statute violated the
Fourth Amendment. The state of New York appealed to the
U. S. Supreme Court, which held that the warrantless inspection was constitutional.
The Supreme Court reasoned that there is a diminished
expectation of privacy in a highly regulated industry and
that warrantless inspections are permissible if they meet three
criteria.
First, there must be a substantial government interest that
informs the regulatory scheme to which the inspection is
made. Second, the warrantless inspections must be necessary
to further the regulatory scheme. Finally, the statute’s inspection program … must provide a constitutionally adequate
substitute for a warrant. In other words, the regulatory statute
must perform the two basic functions of a warrant: it must
advise the owner of the commercial premises that the search
is being made pursuant to the law and has a properly defined
scope, and it must limit the discretion of the inspecting
officers. To perform this first function, the statute must be
sufficiently comprehensive and defined that the owner of the
commercial property cannot help but be aware that his property will be subject to periodic inspections undertaken for
specific purposes. In addition, in defining how a statute limits
the discretion of the inspections, we have observed that it must
be carefully limited in time, place, and scope.19
The Fourth Amendment
and Commercial Vehicles

because Trooper Nichols was authorized to enforce commercial trucking regulations. After talking with Flint, Trooper
Nichols began his own investigation, which eventually led
him to believe that the defendant may be transporting drugs.
A subsequent search of the trailer revealed a box containing
more than one hundred pounds of marijuana. After entering a
conditional guilty plea to possession with intent to distribute
fifty or more kilograms of marijuana, the defendant challenged the warrantless search of his truck. The Court denied
the appeal and held that the search was an administrative
search not subject to the requirement of a warrant.
In reaching its decision, the Court looked to the Burger
criteria and found no distinction between commercial businesses and commercial motor vehicles.22 The Court then
analyzed Maine’s regulatory scheme and ruled that it satisfied
the the Burger test. First, the Court found that the government
had “a significant interest in regulating the interstate trucking
industry (e.g. to ensure traveler safety, hold costs in check, and
restrict what commodities may be transported interstate).”23
Second, the Court concluded that warrantless stops are necessary because commercial motor vehicles are so mobile that to
be effective, inspections must be unannounced.24 Finally, the
Court ruled that the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulations
adopted by Maine “give ample notice to interstate truckers
that inspections will be made on a regular basis. To cinch
matters, commercial drivers are required by law to be familiar
with the applicable regulations.”25
Remember, Maldonado was stopped for speeding. The
Court did not have to consider the constitutionality of random
stops. However, the Court did find that “because the industry
is so mobile, surprise is an important component of an efficacious inspection regime.”26
Random Stops of Commercial Vehicles

Unannounced inspections are essential for enforcing
commercial trucking regulations. The element of surprise has
Although the constitutionality of warrantless inspec- been recognized as an effective tool of law enforcement by
tions of trucks has never been decided by the Law Court, the many courts including the United States Supreme Court.27
Court of Appeals for the First Circuit ruled on this issue last United States v. Biswell involved a warrantless search of a
year.20 In United States v. Maldonado, Maine State Police locked storeroom.28 Biswell owned a pawn shop and had a
Trooper Robert Flint stopped defendant’s truck for speeding.21 federal license to deal in sporting weapons. One afternoon
After reviewing a number of documents provided by defen- a city police officer and a federal Treasury agent inspected
dant, the trooper became concerned because several federal Biswell’s books and requested that he open a locked gun storetrucking regulations appeared to have been violated. Trooper room. Biswell asked for a search warrant, but when shown a
Flint requested the assistance of Trooper Robert Nichols copy of the law authorizing inspections, he unlocked the store112
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room. The agent discovered and seized two sawed-off rifles
which Biswell could not possess under his license. Biswell was
subsequently convicted of dealing in firearms without having
paid the required tax. The Court of Appeals reversed, holding
that the federal law authorizing the warrantless search of businesses was unconstitutional. The Supreme Court reversed,
holding that the seizure did not violate the reasonableness
requirement of the Fourth Amendment. The Court reasoned
that “if inspection is to be effective and serve as a credible
deterrent, unannounced, even frequent, inspections are essential. In this context, the prerequisite of a warrant could easily
frustrate inspection. … ”29 The Supreme Court of Kansas
applied this reasoning in upholding the constitutionality of a
random commercial vehicle stop.30 “It is clear that in order to
be effective the Kansas Highway Patrol must have the ability to
make stops at all reasonable times. Since commercial trucking
occurs on a twenty-four–hour basis, K.S.A. 74-2108(b) is
entirely reasonable in not limiting when a commercial vehicle
could be stopped.”31
Maine law permits random stops of commercial vehicles
for routine inspections. Title 29-A M.S.R.S. Section 555(2)
authorizes the Maine State Police to adopt rules incorporating the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulations, which
it did.32 These regulations provide that troopers qualified to
enforce commercial trucking laws are designated agents of the
Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration and are “authorized to enter upon, to inspect and to examine any and all …
equipment of motor carriers.”33 Implicit in this statute is the
authority to stop a truck in order to carry out the inspection.

B

ack to your client. Maine has a substantial
interest in regulating the trucking industry. (See 29-A
M.R.S.A. Section 555 which permits the State Police
to adopt and enforce rules and regulations aimed at the safe
operation of commercial trucks). Random safety inspections are
necessary to further that interest. The regulations give adequate
notice that commercial trucks are subject to periodic inspections and limit the scope of those inspections to safety concerns.
Because trucks operate twenty-four hours a day, restricting the
time of inspection would be impracticable. The Burger criteria
are satisfied. Therefore, the random stop of your client did not
violate the Fourth Amendment.
Okay, so the stop was lawful but what about the warrantless
inspection of the trailer? What authority did the trooper have
to look in your client’s locked trailer?

Warrantless Inspections
of Commercial Trucks
The commercial trucking regulations were designed
“to promote the safe operation of commercial vehicles, to
minimize dangers to the health of operators of commercial vehicles … and to assure increased compliance with
traffic laws and with the commercial motor vehicle safety
and health rules, regulations, standards and orders issued
pursuant to the Act.”34 To ensure safe transit, the regulations
prescribe specific criteria for securing cargo.35 For example,
the regulations specify the minimum performance criteria
for securement devices and systems, the minimum number
of tiedowns, and rules for securing logs, lumber, and paper
rolls.36 Drivers are responsible for the proper distribution
and securement of their vehicles’ cargo,37 and know it is
subject to periodic inspections. Therefore, troopers authorized to enforce the commercial vehicle rules are permitted
to enter a trailer to inspect the cargo.
After finding the three Burger criteria satisfied, the Maldonado court concluded that “it follows inexorably that an
administrative search of a commercial truck is constitutionally permissible.”38 Similarly, the Court of Appeals for
the 10th Circuit upheld a warrantless inspection of a trailer
to inspect the cargo.39 In United States v. Burch, a Kansas
Highway patrolman made a random stop of a truck to
conduct a routine safety check. After reviewing the driver’s
paperwork, the trooper issued a clean inspection report. The
trooper then directed the driver to open the trailer for an
inspection of the cargo. The trooper found 538 pounds of
marijuana and arrested the driver. A jury found the driver
guilty of conspiring to possess with intent to distribute marijuana and he appealed claiming that the search violated the
Fourth Amendment. The driver did not dispute the random
stop of his truck and the inspection of his paperwork or that
Kansas law met the Burger criteria. However, he asserted that
once the trooper issued the inspection report and returned his
paperwork, the administrative search was complete and the
subsequent search of his trailer required reasonable suspicion
or consent. The Court ruled that “although it is hardly model
police procedure, we cannot say that issuing a clean inspection
report prevented Trooper Smith from completing the regulatory search authorized by Kansas law. The clean inspection
report did not remove the trooper’s inspection from the scope
of actions authorized by the circumstances that first justified
the stop.”40
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Conclusion
The random stop of your client’s commercial truck for a
safety check and compliance with the commercial vehicle regulations did not violate his Fourth Amendment rights. The trooper is
allowed to examine a driver’s log book, toll slips, fuel receipts and
shipping papers, and request proof of Maine Operating Authority.
Additionally, inspection of the interior of the trailer, without
warrant, probable cause, or consent is permitted and necessary to
ensure that the cargo is properly blocked and braced.
Maine has a substantial interest in regulating commercial
motor vehicles. The regulations adopted by Maine further
this interest and provide an adequate substitute for a warrant.
Therefore, troopers, authorized to enforce the commercial
vehicle rules are permitted to randomly stop trucks to check
for compliance with the regulations. These safety checks
include, but are not limited to, inspecting logs and accompanying paperwork and examination of the cargo. ◗
1. The name Mike Graham is fictional. Any similarity between this
name and a real person is purely coincidental.
2. For purposes of this article, the truck stopped by Trooper Graham
meets the definition of a commercial motor vehicle which “means any
self-propelled or towed motor vehicle used on a highway in interstate
commerce to transport … property when the vehicle (1) Has a gross
weight rating or gross combination weight rating or gross vehicle weight
or gross combination weight of 10,001 pounds or more, whichever is
greater.” 49 C.F.R. § 390.5.
3. A Dot (Department of Transportation) number is the motor carrier identification number issued by the Federal Motor Carrier Safety
Administration.
4. Every driver of a commercial motor vehicle is required to record
his duty activities (off duty time, sleeper berth time, driving time, on
duty (not driving) time) 49 C.F.R. § 395.8; retain all supporting documents (toll receipts, fuel receipts, shipping papers etc.) 49 C.F.R. §
395.8(k)(1); and have operating authority for each state in which they
operate. 29-A M.R.S.A. §§ 551, 552. Operating authority permits a
motor carrier carrying another company’s property “for-hire” to operate
in interstate and/or intrastate commerce.
5. The Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulations are rules designed
to promote the safe operation of commercial motor vehicles on the
highways.
6. A select group of Maine State Police Troopers have completed the
specialized training for enforcing the commercial motor vehicle laws.
These troopers are “authorized to enter upon, to inspect, and to examine any and all … equipment of motor carriers.…” 49 C.F.R. Ch. III,
Subch. B, App. B(1).
7. The Maine Constitution provides similar safeguards: “The people
shall be secure in their persons, houses, papers and possessions from all
unreasonable searches and seizures.…” Me. Const. Art. 1 Section 5.
8. Florida v. Royer, 460 U.S. 491, 497–498 (1983).
9. United States v. Mendenhall, 446 U. S. 544 (1980).
10. Terry v. Ohio, 392 U. S. 1, 14021 (1968). A formal arrest “signifies the apprehension or detention of the person of another in order that
he may be forthcoming to answer for an alleged or supposed crime.”
State v. MacKenzie, 210 A.2d 24, 32–33 (Me. 1965).
11. Adams v. Williams, 407 U. S. 143 (1972).
12. State v. Burgess, 776 A.2d 1223, 1227 (Me. 2001).
13. See United States v. Maldonado, 356 F.3d 130, 135 (1st Cir.
2004); United States v. Vasquez-Castillo, 258 F.3d 1207, 1210 (10th Cir.
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2001); United States v. Fort, 248 F.3d 475, 480 (5th Cir. 2001); United
States v. Dominquez-Prieto, 923 F.2d 464, 468 (6th Cir. 1991).
14. 49 U.S.C.A. App. § 2501(1984).
15. 29-A. M.R.S.A. § 555 (1996).
16. 29-A M.R.S.A. § 555(2) (2004).
17. New York v. Burger, 482 U.S. 691, 702 (1987).
18. Id.
19. Id. at 702–703.
20. Maldonado, 356 F. 3d at 135 (1st Cir. 2004).
21. Id. at 132.
22. Id. at 135.
23. Id.
24. Id. at 135, 136.
25. Id. at 136.
26. Id. at 135, 136.
27. See United States v. Biswell, 406 U.S. 311, 316 (1972); State of
Kansas v. Robert Lee Crum, 19 P.3d 172 (Kan. 2001); United States v.
Fort, 248 F.3d 475, 480 (5th Cir. 2001).
28. Biswell, 406 U. S. 311 (1972).
29. Id. at 316.
30. Crum, 19 P.3d 172 (Kan. 2001).
31. Id. at 177.
32. See Me. State Police, Motor Carrier Safety Rules ch. 4 § 2.
33. Me. State Police, Motor Carrier Safety Rules ch. 4 § 2(C); 49
C.F.R. Ch. III, Subch. B, App. B(1).
34. 49 U.S.C.A. App. § 2501 (1984).
35. 49 C.F.R. §§ 393.100–142.
36. 49 C.F.R. §§ 393.102, 110, 116, 118, 122.
37. 49 C.R.R. § 392.9.
38. Maldonado, 356 F. 3d at 130, 136 (1st Cir. 2004).
39. United States v. Burch, 153 F.3d 1140 (10th Cir. 1998).
40. Id. at 1142. ◗

MAP

Maine
Assistance
Program
for Lawyers

Not just for alcohol/drug
addiction anymore.

A program providing conﬁdential assistance to lawyers, judges, and law students
having problems with mood or mental
health disorders, substance abuse, or other
addictions and personal problems.
In cooperation with the MSBA
Substance Abuse Committee.

Call MAP. We can HELP!
1-800-530-4627

Your conﬁdentiality is protected.
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In the Tuscan Sun!

S

tay in one of our 3 properties
in Casanuova di Ama, a small
wine-producing village in the heart
of Chianti, only 30 minutes from
Siena and 1 hour from Florence.
Casa Sara is a 15th century, 5
bedroom, 5 bathroom stone villa
with a magnificent terrace. Casa
Anna has 3 bedrooms and 3
bathrooms and Casa Laura has 1
bedroom and 1 bathroom. Each
Casa has been lovingly renovated,
is fully furnished and equipped. A
beautiful, large garden pool
overlooking the vineyard serves all
3 houses.

Visit our website at
www.casasara.info
or email
mmf@maine.rr.com
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REGISTERED INVESTMENT ADVISOR

A W EALTH M ANAGEMENT C OMPANY

Problem #11

What is the best way to save
for my retirement?
Our Clients Receive Solutions To This Problem

24 CITY CENTER, PORTLAND, MAINE 04101-4069
207-774-0022

WWW.RMDAVIS.COM
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Health savings
accounts:
the start of
something big?
by David S. Wakelin

T

he Medicare Prescription Drug Act,1 which was signed
into law by President Bush with considerable fanfare on
December 8, 2003, contained a medical savings account provision2 which has the potential to be of great significance in
the battle to contain and pay for rising health care costs. Many early
commentators have questioned why this provision hasn’t received more
attention than it has,3 but this probably results from the fact that the
principal focus of the Act was to provide Medicare recipients with a
prescription drug benefit.

The new accounts are called health savings accounts
(“HSAs”), and are designed to operate in conjunction with a
“high-deductible health plan” (an “HDHP”).4 Eligible individuals5 are allowed to make tax-deductible contributions to HSAs,
the accounts can grow tax-free, distributions from the accounts
used to pay for qualified medical expenses are not taxable, and
the unused funds in an HSA can be rolled over from year to
year. These accounts are akin to health savings IRAs.
This sounds wonderful, but as usual, the “devil is in the
details.” The details are included in recently enacted Code
Section 223, the legislative history of the Medicare Prescription Drug Act, and in a notice issued last year by the IRS.6
Most health insurance plans have an initial deductible
(which the covered individual pays before insurance benefits
begin), plus a “co-pay,” which is the percentage of claims in
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excess of the deductible which the covered individual pays
(often 20 percent). The deductible plus the maximum co-pay
are collectively referred to as the “out-of-pocket maximum.”
The Medicare Act requires that an HDHP have a single
deductible of at least $1,000 and a family deductible of at
least $2000. The deductibles can be higher, however. Also, the
out-of-pocket maximum is $5,000 (for single coverage) and
$10,000 (for family coverage), although the out-of-pocket in
an HDHP can certainly be lower than these maximum levels.
The maximum deduction which eligible individuals can
take for contributions into an HSA is limited to the annual
deductible under the high deductible plan, up to a maximum
of $2,600 in the case of single coverage and $5,150 in the
case of family coverage, plus a “catch-up contribution” which
is described below. It is important to note, however, that this

maximum deduction is not the same as the total out-of-pocket spending accounts or health reimbursement accounts must
maximum. For example, if a single individual is covered under be for medical purposes only. Therefore, if a participant overa plan with a $1,000 deductible, with a 20 percent co-pay contributes to an HSA, he or she can receive a refund of these
thereafter up to a maximum of $4,000 out-of-pocket, the funds, subject to taxation as described below.
maximum deduction under the HSA will be $1,000 per year,
Qualified medical expenses reimbursable under an HSA must
not $4,000. This is a critical distinction.
be incurred after the HSA is established. Generally, distribuBoth individuals and employers can make annual pre-tax tions from HSAs must be used to cover deductibles, co-payment
contributions to HSAs. Furthermore, HSA contributions can be requirements, and non-covered medical expenses,10 but not
offered through a so-called “cafeteria plan” operated under Code health insurance premiums themselves. There is an exception to
Section 125. Therefore, employees could elect under an existing this rule which allows HSA funds to be used to pay long-term
cafeteria plan to make HSA contributions. Furthermore, individ- care insurance premiums, COBRA health care continuation
uals who are between the ages of fifty-five and
coverage, and health care coverage while the
sixty-five can make additional “catch-up contriHSA account holder is unemployed.
These HSA accounts
butions” in the amount of $600 in 2005, and the
As noted above, distributions from HSAs
catch-up limit moves incrementally to $1,000
used exclusively to pay for qualified medical
should make it easier for
7
in 2009. Therefore, an individual with single
expenses of the HSA account holder and his or
self-employed individuals
coverage who is at least age fifty-five could have
her spouse or dependents are excludible from
(such as many lawyers) to
contributed the amount of the deductible plus
gross income. If, however, a distribution is made
8
$500 in 2004 (up to a maximum of $3,100).
which is not for qualified medical expenses,
adopt a high-deductible
Contributions must cease upon attaining age
the amount of the distribution is included in
health plan without losing
sixty-five, but distributions from HSA accounts
taxable income, plus an additional 10 percent
all of the benefits of the
can be made after age sixty-five.9
penalty. This penalty does not apply after the
There are distinct advantages of HSA
account holder’s death, disability or attainment
health insurance tax
accounts over “flexible spending accounts”
of age sixty-five, although the distributions are
deduction.
under Code Section 125 or health reimstill taxable unless used to pay qualified medical
bursement arrangements under Code Section
expenses. Furthermore, distributions that are
105(h). First, unused contributions to an HSA can be carried used to pay for qualified medical expenses after an individual
forward to a future year, and there is no accumulation limit on reaches age sixty-five and becomes entitled to Medicare benefits,
HSA balances. Amounts put aside under a Section 125 flex- are still excludable from income.
ible spending account are subject to a “use-it-or-lose-it rule,”
The tax exclusion can continue after the HSA account holdwhich means that any unused amounts are forfeited at the er’s death. If the HSA account holder names his or her spouse
end of the plan year. Second, HSA contributions may be held as the HSA beneficiary—and after the death of the HSA
by a custodian or trustee other than the employer, and these account holder the spouse uses the HSA account balances to
funds belong to the employee, not the employer. HSA funds pay qualified medical expenses—no income tax or penalty
are non-forfeitable and can be “rolled over” to a successor HSA must be paid by the spouse of the HSA account holder. But if
account if a participant leaves an employer-sponsored HSA. It the beneficiary of the account is not the HSA account holdis anticipated that qualified HSA trustees or custodians will er’s spouse, there will be income tax (although no 10 percent
begin offering these plans in the near future. Third, distribu- penalty) upon distribution of the HSA funds.
tions from the HSA can be used to pay medical expenses and
These HSA accounts should make it easier for self-employed
long-term care premiums (without tax), but can, if necessary, individuals (such as many lawyers) to adopt a high-deductible
be distributed for other purposes (which will result in income health plan without losing all of the benefits of the health
taxation and possible penalties). Distributions from flexible insurance tax deduction. Previously, individuals had to pay
the costs of their deductible amounts with after-tax dollars,
with the exception of those individuals who were eligible to
David Wakelin is an ERISA benefits and estate planning attorney with
the Portland law firm of Wakelin, Hallock & O’Donovan, LLP.
participate in a Section 125 cafeteria plan. Cafeteria plan
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participants, however, were subject to the “use-it-or-lose-it”
forfeiture rule on an annual basis. Now, self-employed individuals can move to a higher deductible medical plan, and can
put aside an amount sufficient at least to cover the deductible,
plus the “catch-up contribution.”
It is difficult to generalize about whether an employer’s
move to a group HDHP, coupled with an HSA arrangement,
would benefit or hurt covered employees. Quite clearly, if the
employer keeps the premium savings and requires the covered
employee to pay the higher deductible and total out-of-pocket,
the move to a group HDHP could seriously hurt the average
employee. Presumably, this would only be equitable if the
employer contributed the premium savings to an HSA for
the employee, so that the employer cost remained constant.
Whether the covered employee will pay more, even using the
HSA, will depend upon his or her claims experience. This
is probably a good bet for younger employees, but a more
substantial risk for older employees nearing retirement.
The HSA rules represent a good first step in allowing
for tax-deductible health savings accounts to pay uncovered
medical expenses. It would be better, however, if the maximum
deductible amount is increased to include both the amount of
the deductible and at least some of the co-pay amount. For
example, under the current rules, a single policy with a $1,000
deductible and a $5,000 total out-of-pocket would only permit
a single employee (under the age of fifty-five) to contribute
and deduct $1,000 toward a $5,000 out-of-pocket maximum.
This gap is partially made up by the “catch-up contribution”
for individuals who are between ages fifty-five and sixty-five.
When HSAs become commonplace among individuals and
employers, there may be pressure to increase the tax-deductible
limits to cover both deductibles and co-pay amounts. Notwithstanding, the ability to deduct HSA contributions, plus the
ability to carry forward unused amounts from year to year with
no accumulation limit, represent an important first step toward
allowing individuals to fund their uncovered medical expenses
with pre-tax dollars. Furthermore, if all else fails, the HSA
account holder can take a taxable distribution after age sixtyfive with no penalty, even for non-medical expense purposes. ◗
1. Medicare Prescription Drug, Improvement and Modernization
Act of 2003; Public Law 108-173 (the “Act”).
2. Section 223 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended
(the “Code”).
3. e.g. Article by Martin Feldstein in The Wall Street Journal dated
January 19, 2004 entitled “Health and Taxes.”
4. A “high deductible health plan” is defined as having a deductible of at
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least $1,000 for individuals (with a maximum “out-of-pocket” of $5,000)
and at least a $2,000 deductible for family coverage (with a maximum
out-of-pocket of $10,000 for the family policy). In the case of an HMO or
managed care plan, the deductible is the “in-network” deductible, not “outof-network.” but first-dollar preventive care benefits or preventive care at a
lower deductible does not invalidate a plan from being an “HDHP.”
5. “Eligible individuals” are those persons who are (a) covered under
the HDHP plan on the first day of the month, (b) not covered under
another non-HDHP plan, (c) not covered under Medicare, and (d) not
claimed as dependents on another person’s tax return.
6. IRS Notice 2004-2, 2004-2 IRB.
7. Catch-up limit is: $500 in 2004, $600 in 2005, $700 in 2006,
$800 in 2007, $900 in 2008, and $1,000 in 2009. Code Section
223(b)(3)(B).
8. The $3,100 limit is the combination of the $2,600 HSA single
person maximum plus the $500 catch-up maximum for 2004. As noted
above, the catch-up maximum will increase over the next five years. The
maximum deduction for a family plan was $5,650 in 2004, which is a
combination of the $5,150 HSA family maximum plus the $500 catchup contribution. The HSA limit, exclusive of any catch-up, cannot be
higher than the policy or plan deductible, however.
9. For HSA accountholders over age sixty-five, premiums for Medicare Parts A and B and employee contributions to employer group health
plans, plus deductibles, co-payments and non-covered medical expenses,
can be reimbursed, but not Medigap premiums.
10. “Qualified medical expenses” are amounts paid by the accountholder for medical care as defined in Code Section 213(d), for himself,
his or her spouse and dependents. Such medical expenses are those paid
to diagnose, cure, mitigate, treat or prevent disease, or to affect any
bodily structure or function. The term includes transportation for medical care and prescription drugs, but not any medical expenses otherwise
paid by insurance. ◗

Bernstein, Shur,
Sawyer & Nelson
is pleased to announce that

Linda D. McGill
has joined the firm as a
shareholder in our
Employment Law Group.
Bernstein, Shur, Sawyer & Nelson, P.A.
info@bssn.com | www.bssn.com
Portland

Augusta

Manchester

ph 207 774-1200
fax 207 774-1127

ph 207 623-1596
fax 207 626-0200

ph 603 623-8700
fax 603 623-7775

Morse, Payson & Noyes offers solutions as unique as your business,
backed by prompt, personalized service. For complete insurance
and risk management protection for the legal profession,
call Maureen Preston. For employee benefits,
contact Adam Sturtevant.
Morse Payson & Noyes Insurance
is an agency of

BanknorthInsurance.com

75 John Roberts Road, South Portland, Maine • 800 723-2877

Investment and insurance products: not a deposit; not insured by the FDIC or any federal government agency; not guaranteed by the bank or any affiliate; and, may be subject to investment risk, including
the possible loss of value. Insurance products are offered through the agencies of Banknorth Insurance Group.

MSBA Summer Meeting: June 23–25 in
Bar Harbor. Watch your mail for details!
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Call one of our Plan Consultants
today at (800) 826-8901 for a free
evaluation and cost comparison.
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all doors lead to the...
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ABA Members
Retirement Program

www.abaretirement.com

he ABA Members Retirement Program has been providing retirement plans, such as

401(k), profit sharing and defined benefit plans to law firms for 40 years. Whether you
operate a solo practice or a large firm, the ABA Program can provide an effective plan for your
firm. We provide firms with a full service solution that includes plan administration,
investment flexibility and independent on-line investment advice from Financial Engines®.
These services are bundled together in a value package designed specifically for law firms.

For a copy of the Prospectus with more complete information, including
charges and expenses associated with the Program, or to speak with a
Plan Consultant, call (800) 826-8901, visit www.abaretirement.com or
write to ABA Members Retirement Program P.O.Box 5143 • Boston, MA
02206-5143 • abaretirement@citistreetonline.com. Financial Engines® is a
registered trademark of Financial Engines, Inc. All advisory services are
provided by Financial Engines Advisors, L.L.C., a federally-registered
investment advisor. Be sure to read the Prospectus carefully before
you invest or send money. The Program is available through the
Maine State Bar Association as a member benefit. However, this does
not constitute, and is in no way a recommendation with respect to any
security that is available through the Program.
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David Kee:
Helping lawyers and judges
with substance abuse and
mental health problems

I then ran for county attorney and
was overwhelmingly elected. It didn’t
hurt that I didn’t have any opposition. I
was county attorney for a couple of years
and then practiced law in Bucksport
for about thirty years. It was a general
practice: family law, criminal law, and
residential property law.
I sold out my interest in my practice in 1998 and didn’t do anything
for about a year. I then decided
I wanted to do something and
took a job at a domestic violence
project as counsel for a couple of
years. Then this job opened up.
The job that you have now is

interview by Pamela Trudo
© Copyright 2001–2005

Why did you join the legal profession?

what?

I am the director of the Maine
Assistance Program for Lawyers
and Judges (MAP).

What is your

I knew I wanted to be a lawyer
when I was thirteen years old. I was the
only child in my family and my father
was concerned that I didn’t have much
interest in the same things other boys
in the neighborhood had. My interests
seemed to be minimal as far as my father
could see. So one day I came home and
I said, “I think I’m going to be a lawyer.”
And I never seriously deviated from it.
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legal background?

I graduated from the West Virginia
University College of Law in 1966, practiced a couple of years in West Virginia,
and then came to Maine. I had been in
Maine while in the Army in the early
1960s and had fallen in love with it. I got
a teaching/administrative job at Maine
Maritime Academy for a couple of years.

Full time?

Full time.
Would you explain what MAP is?

The program deals with both
substance abuse issues and mental
health issues within the legal profession,
both lawyers and judges. In one sense

the program is a little like an employee
assistance program, but our program is
considerably more than that because we
are proactive and we are very supportive
after treatment.
The Maine Assistance Program was
created by our Maine supreme judicial court by rule and was enacted in
September of 2002. We became operational in May of 2003 with my hiring as
the director. Bill Cote of Lewiston, who
is now the chair of the commission, was
instrumental in laying the group work
for MAP.
The program has three functions: to
protect the general public; to get the
help for the impaired lawyer; and to
get information out about substance
abuse issues and mental health issues.
We’re the forty-first state to have a fully
funded program.

I think my being on the Maine
State Bar Association’s substance abuse
committee was a big reason for getting
the nod for becoming the director of the
Maine Assistance Program. I also was
one of ten national commissioners on
the American Bar Association commission for lawyer assistance programs.

much time to deal with the issues and
there wasn’t a support structure for
when the lawyer was getting the help or
after the lawyer had gotten the help.
Were there confidentiality issues?

There were, but by procedural rules
the volunteer state bar association
When were you on the ABA commission? substance abuse committee was excluded
from the so-called “squeal rule,” as were
From 2001 to 2004.
the volunteers. In other words, if we
were dealing with somebody, we did not
I’m interested in hearing how the
have the same requirement to report the
MSBA substance abuse committee for
conduct with a couple of exceptions.
lawyers came about. Was it part of a
When the new Maine Assistance
trend at the time in the 1980s?
Program was promulgated, and thanks
to the efforts of Ralph Lancaster, we
Around the country there were received legislative immunity through the
mostly volunteer programs. In Maine in state legislature as well as confidentiality
1984 several volunteer programs existed through the Maine Supreme Court rule
around the state and it looked like establishing the MAP program. We have
How did you get to be chosen as
Maine could profit from a volunteer legislative immunity and supreme court
director?
program through the state bar asso- rule immunity as long as we’re operciation. Fifteen or twenty lawyers in ating within the function of our program.
I had twenty years of experience with its recovery, of whom I was one, had our Confidentiality is included in the rule.
predecessor, the Maine State Bar Associ- first meeting and we were willing to
ation’s substance abuse committee, which donate some of our time to this impor- Who funds the Maine Assistance
came into existence in 1984. I was either tant issue. Ralph Lancaster was president Program?
the chair or co-chair of that committee of the Maine State Bar Association and
most of those twenty years. That program is known as the founding father.
The lawyers fund it. Every lawyer
only dealt with substance abuse issues. We
pays a yearly assessment to the board
had a cadre of about twenty-five volun- Were the volunteers mostly people
of bar overseers for the client liability
teers around the state who volunteered who were in recovery and had experifund. A piece of that assessment helps
their time to offer support and interven- ence?
to fund the Maine Assistance Program.
tions for people who were afflicted with
Our first three operational years,
substance abuse issues.
Yes, mostly. The committee did a lot through June of 2005, the program has
of good stuff. People worked really hard been funded according to the Maine
with it, but everyone who was a volun- Supreme Court rule.
Pamela Trudo is a solo practitioner in Portland, Maine and concentrates her practice in
teer had other jobs. We were practicing
guardian ad litem work in child protection and
law. Consequently, there was a gap Any other funding?
family law matters. She created lawinterview.
between the time of a call and the time
com in March 2001 as a forum for attorneys
to share their knowledge and application of
someone would get to the caller. There
The second year of operation, the
the law. The interviews reflect the breadth of
was nobody to coordinate the program Supreme Court raised the Board of Bar
our legal system and individual endeavors to
on a state-wide basis. There wasn’t as Overseers assessment from each Maine
use the law to better society.
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TAKING A CHANCE ON
THE HUMAN SPIRIT

attorney by ten dollars, and that ten
dollars, along with some of the client
liability fund, came to fund us through
June of 2005.

We think the program is being well
received by the bar as well as the judiciary, and we’re cautiously optimistic
that we will continue to be funded after
June 2005. We hope to strengthen our
existing program with more volunteer
training and educational efforts.
So it’s a question mark after June 2005?

It is entirely up to the Maine Supreme
Court, which establishes our funding.
The rule shows that the supreme court
wanted the program to seek out private
funding also. It was part of our charge
when the program was created. We’re
taking a good look at that. There is a
commission meeting today and that is
one of the matters on the agenda.
There is no private funding now?

There is no private funding at this
point. It’s difficult because most of the
grants are for start-up projects, and, of
course, almost all of the grants are for one
year. We became a 501(c)(3) nonprofit
organization a few months ago with the
Supreme Court’s approval because we
realized if we were going to be serious—
and we are—about the private funding,
it would be best to be a nonprofit. We’re
hopeful. We don’t take anything for
granted and the commissioners are
working hard on the funding issues.
You state that from your perception
MAP has been well received?
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Are you well-funded?

Robert Daigle, Chairman
University of Maine Foundation
Board of Directors
and President/CEO,
Camden National Corporation

“To endow a scholarship is to be an entrepreneur, taking a chance
on the human spirit,” says Robert Daigle, Chairman of the Board of
the University of Maine Foundation. Facilitating that form of entrepreneurship is a goal of the Foundation.
“With the Foundation's proven track record and diversity of giving
options, it is uniquely positioned to provide the link between the
private sector and our public university,” says Daigle.
The Foundation can present your clients with a broad base of charitable giving alternatives to support teaching, research, and scholarship programs at your state university, The University of Maine, as
well as provide donor-advised fund options.
In addition to benefiting students, your client's generosity may benefit themself as well. Depending upon one’s situation, your client may
receive a charitable income tax deduction and eliminate or reduce
capital gains taxes. At the same time, your client may also secure a
lifetime income through one of the Foundation's life-income plans.
Let our Planned Giving staff work with you and your clients — take
a chance on the human spirit by contacting Amos Orcutt,
President/CEO.

www.umainefoundation.org
Two Alumni Place
Orono, Maine 04469-5792
207-581-5100 or 800-982-8503

100 Foden Road, Suite 303, W. Building
South Portland, ME 04106
207-253-5172 or 800-449-2629

Our first year and one half went
beyond our expectations in that we now
have over one hundred and fifty participants in the program. We are pleased
with those numbers.
According to statistics we see across
the country, substance abuse issues hit
about 10 percent of the general population. In the legal profession it seems
to be about 15 percent. According to

a Johns Hopkins study, we are the down side. Nobody likes to stick their
most depressed of the professions. Our nose into somebody else’s business and
referrals are running about fifty–fifty that’s nowhere truer than it is in New
between substance abuse and mental England; but if somebody calls us, there’s
health issues, with clinical depression no report back to the referring source
and job-related stress the two leading as to what happened. Our governing
mental health issues.
commission receives no names. We have
I tell all the lawyer groups, and I’ve pretty much surrounded ourselves with
talked to every lawyer group in the state, confidentiality.
that there is no bad side to calling us, no
So someone who makes a referral can’t
call back and find out what happened?

EXPERTISE
IN EVERY ASPECT
OF MARITIME LAW

We represent injured fishermen and seamen as well as passengers and guests injured
on commercial or recreational vessels. Our MARITIME LAW EXPERTISE, combined
with our PRACTICAL and EFFICIENT approach, makes us the right law firm for the
maritime industry.

Our thirty years of EXPERIENCE AND KNOWLEDGE span the entire range of
maritime law issues, including Jones Act cases, unseaworthiness cases, maritime personal injury, maritime products liability, maritime wrongful death and death on the
high seas, maritime passenger and cruise ship injuries, recreational boating injuries,
and maritime collisions. WE ALSO HANDLE insurance and workmanship disputes,
maritime contract issues, problems with federal fishing regulations, documentation,
and vessel foreclosures.
We represent Maine clients anywhere in the U.S. Referral fees paid consistent with
the Maine Bar Rules or we will associate with you on significant cases. Ask for R.
Terrance Duddy, Esq., email: tduddy@krz.com or Charles Remmel, Esq., email:
cremmel@krz.com.

Expert representation for maritime law
53 Exchange Street, Portland • 207.775.1020 • www.krz.com

That’s right, generally speaking. Now
if it’s a mental health issue where there is
a suicide possibility, I would call back so
that they could consider other options if
the lawyer refused our services. We left
an opening in our practices and procedures policies allowing us to use our
discretion in these areas.
Who usually makes the referral?

About 50 percent are self referrals
and 50 percent are from outside sources,
a large majority of those being from
lawyers concerned about other lawyers.
The Board of Bar Overseers calls us
both formally and informally. If it is an
informal call, it may not be anything
that rises to the level of a prosecutable
offense, but something is wrong. Even
when it comes through the Board of Bar
Overseers, the participant doesn’t know
the source unless it requires a formal
monitoring contract.
We’re often asked: Is it my partner?
They are quite accepting of the answer
that this program would not work as
well if people thought the source was
going to be revealed.
If someone wants to call, is it easy to
find the telephone number?
SPRING 2005 • MAINE BAR JOURNAL
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I hope so. Brochures have been mailed
twice to all the members of the Maine
State Bar Association as well as to statewide mental health and substance abuse
service providers.

Invariably I’ll get a couple calls. And providers on our resource list now.
then I go see those professionals, interview them, and ask their history. We have If someone goes to an evaluator, who
about one hundred twenty-five service pays for the evaluation?

What if the person is not a lawyer?

What often happens with the nonlawyer is that they call the state bar
association, and the state bar association,
of course, knows how to get in touch
with us.
What happens after the phone call?

One of the volunteers or I contact that
lawyer. We always make contact within
the first few days, even if it is an outside
referral. This program would not exist
without the support of our very dedicated
volunteers throughout the state.
If it’s a self-referral, I follow up almost
immediately. It takes a lot of courage
to call. With both substance abuse and
mental health issues it doesn’t take very
long for the person to talk themselves
out of getting help. The call is certainly
reaching out for help.
I have two signs on my desk. One
says, “You’re not a clinician,” and the
other one says “Do no harm.” My job is
to get them to the help they need and to
follow up with support.
We have professional resources
throughout the state, which have a history
of working with lawyers, and about 95
percent of them have been referred to
us by lawyers. Every group I talk to, I
make the pitch. I say: “You know people
in every profession who should be doing
something else, but you also know who is
a really good substance abuse provider and
what the good psychiatric and psychological avenues are. Who are these people?”
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PATENTS & TRADEMARKS
PORTLAND
75 Market Street, Ste. 502

BANGOR
61 Main Street

BOHAN, MATHERS & ASSOCIATES, LLC
Portland: 773-3132 § Bangor: 941-9310 § FAX 773-4585
E-mail: info@bohanlaw.com § Web: www.bohanlaw.com

The lawyer does. We don’t have the substance abuse. It could be too much
funds to assist with the evaluation. But coffee. We’ve made a decision philosome of the providers have been willing sophically. It would be difficult to do a
to do the evaluation on a sliding scale lot of investigating without raising a lot
because a lot of times the people who of red flags and not breaking the confiare in trouble have financial issues also. dentiality. So we don’t do that. We take
We’ve been very fortunate. I’ve had four the chance of going to see somebody.
psychiatrists give me their home phone
Not everybody jumps up and says,
numbers.
“Thank God you’re here and I’m ready to
get help.” People will say, “Gee, I really
Do you ever have a referral that turns
don’t think I have a problem.” Maybe they
out to be a prank?
don’t. You can’t really measure the ripple
effect. I think that we have visited people
Never. People have that concern. I’ve who maybe haven’t crossed that line
had twenty years’ experience with the into chemical dependency. Maybe they
volunteer committee. Never have I seen have been alcohol users or abusers for an
a set-up. Now there have been situa- extended period of time and, as a result of
tions, although they’re few in number, the information we get to them, are better
where the concerns were ill-founded. The able to control their behavior. Or maybe
referral wasn’t malicious, but what was they go to other sources unknown to us.
going on wasn’t a substance abuse issue or That happens on occasion.
a mental health issue. Those are unusual.
There are a number of people that
Physical problems show up. Hand drink themselves into their grave or don’t
shaking doesn’t necessarily mean get help with their mental health issues

William J. Hall, M.D.

Of Medical Counsel to Attorneys
Analysis and Interpretation of Medical and Surgical Events for Attorneys Preparing Litigation
Certiﬁed, American Board of Internal Medicine
Fellow, American College of Physicians • Fellow, Royal Society of Medicine, U.K.
207-781-7350
72 Foreside Road • Cumberland, Maine • 04110

P ETER P. M ICHAUD
Mediator � Arbitrator � Lawyer
Top quality ADR services
by an experienced member of the Association
Thompson, Bull, Furey, Bass & MacColl (Of Counsel)
P. O. Box 447
Portland ME 04112

(207) 774-7600
michaud@markright.com

and suffer the painful consequences or
continue to struggle with it.
When you ask for an assessment, do
they generally agree with you and think
it is a good idea?

It’s put to them to lay this issue to rest,
to find out. We do have some statistics
in our annual report that indicate how
many have gone to a rehab, for example;
how many evaluations have occurred;
how many have gone into some other
kind of recovery program. The statistics
are difficult. Just because somebody’s
gone into a rehab doesn’t mean they’ve
successfully recovered or stayed recovered from whatever the issue is.
There’s no one of the one hundred and
fifty participants that I’m not in pretty
close contact with throughout the year.
Of those who are not being tested, either
voluntarily or mandatorily, I usually have
permission to talk to their sponsors or
mental health service providers.
How long do you follow up on the
participants? One year?

If we sign a contract with them, the
average term of the contract is for five
years. That came to us through the other
forty states that preceded us … how long
these contracts should be. That seems to
be the general consensus. The first five
years are a growth period for a lot of these
issues. If you have someone who is doing
really well, it doesn’t mean the terms of the
contract need to stay exactly the same.
What are some of the terms of the
contract?

If it’s a substance abuse issue: that
they will abstain from the substances,
SPRING 2005 • MAINE BAR JOURNAL
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that they will get a sponsor, that they
will agree to testing. We have a national
outfit that does some of the testing, and
sometimes our local hospitals will do the
testing. With mental health issues we are
given permission to talk with the doctor
and counselor to be sure the participant
is actively engaged in the process. Medication monitoring and testing may be
necessary.

contact and be in compliance with the
suggestions and directions of the Maine
Assistance Program for Lawyers. We enter
into a formal mandatory contract with
the person and then report back to court
on a periodic basis as to whether they are
compliant or noncompliant. That’s where
we have to put on our “policeman” hat.
That’s maybe 5 to 8 percent of our participants, a small percentage.

Random testing?

What if the Board of Bar Overseers is
involved?

It wouldn’t work otherwise. When
they agree, I call them and tell them,
“Today’s the day.”
Is it once a week? Once a month?

We haven’t had anyone tested more
often than once every two weeks.
What if someone says, “I’m out of
here.”

If it’s a voluntary contract, there’s
nothing we can do. Nothing can be
divulged without their permission. If
they’re under a voluntary contract and if
something comes up a year down the road,
some impropriety, some infraction of a
procedural rule, we’re in a position where
we can advocate for them based on their
compliance with the voluntary contract.
When does the contract become
compulsory?

We get formal referrals. One of the
ways is when the person has been found in
violation of a rule and the Supreme Court
determines that they can retain their
license under certain conditions. Generally
there will be a paragraph in the Supreme
Court order stating that the person must
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It’s the same thing. We enter into a
mandatory contract and report back to

the board as to whether the participant
is compliant or noncompliant.
How does one become a commission
member?

There are eight commission members
and a judicial liaison, Justice Clifford
of the Supreme Court. Of the eight
members, two are lay people and six are
lawyers. Not everyone on the commission is in recovery. Some commission
members had an interest in being on the
commission and wrote to the Supreme
Court. Some of the folks that had
been on the bar association’s volunteer

committee had suggestions for members
that the Supreme Court reviewed.

who are also clinicians. Massachusetts, Oregon, and Florida have model
programs. Their programs have been in
Have we covered all the differences
operation since the late 1980s.
between the bar association’s volunteer
Funded programs have grown like
committee and today’s funded Maine
topsy. In 1988 there were only two
Assistance Program?
funded programs and now there are
forty-one. We’re the state with the
The main difference is having some- lowest numbers of lawyers with a fully
body constantly in touch with the funded program. Nevada, Mississippi,
participants, who can monitor the and Iowa are among the smaller states
participants and put some teeth into the with great programs.
contracts and be supportive with them
and their families.
You network with other states?
We’re also very pleased that early this
winter in conjunction with the Maine
Yes. There is a national workshop
physicians program we will be starting a each year. The Maine State Bar Assosupport group for lawyers and doctors in ciation gives us funding each year that
Portland. The support group will occur permits us to send three or four volunfor ten sessions, twice a month, with a teers to the national workshop. These
very modest fee and will be facilitated volunteers are members of the MSBA
by a clinician. It is not therapy. It’s a substance abuse committee, and the bar
support group relating to stress, anxiety, association has been very supportive.
and feelings of depression.
We didn’t have to invent any wheels. Do you feel that the program has been
We can pop into the listserve of the successful to date?
American Bar Association that involves
directors all over the country and see what
The reason for our success is because
works and what doesn’t work, with partic- we didn’t have to reinvent any wheels.
ular emphasis on some of the smaller The commissioners have gone to the
states. Many of these states have preceded national workshops. We knew what was
us and have done the footwork. And happening in the other states. We thought
they’re so good about giving you anything we knew what could work in Maine.
they’ve got. We also have meetings once
The commission did an internal
a year with the other state directors and evaluation at the end of the first year.
volunteers. We share and you can copy We were where we had hoped to be
anything from any program.
at the end of the first three to five
years. We are very pleased with that
Does any one state seem to lead the
kind of success knowing full well that
way?
we have only scratched the surface.
There are many lawyers out there that
There are several large states, as well don’t know about this program, even
as small states. Some of those programs though we have distributed twelve
are run by clinicians, some by lawyers thousand brochures to lawyers and
in recovery, some by lawyers in recovery service providers.

Any plans for the future?

Make sure the funding continues. It
would be great to do what a couple
other states have done: create a separate
fund to receive donations to be used for
assessments and evaluations. Volunteer
training and educational efforts are definitely on the agenda.
In Oregon they have fifteen thousand lawyers, a unified bar, and one
liability insurance carrier. That carrier
considers one of its best investments the
fronting of the Oregon lawyers’ assistance program. They fund it to the tune
of seven hundred thousand dollars a
year. They completed a five-year study
of lawyers out of recovery. Those lawyers
successful in their treatment had a lower
number of claims filed against them
than the general bar. The trouble with
the insurance carriers being the source of
funding is that if a carrier has an unprofitable year, the funding gets clipped.
Back in 1999 the conference of all
the supreme court justices across the
country recommended that each state
have a lawyer assistance program. And,
the best funding is lawyer assessment
because it’s continuous each year and
you can make financial plans.
Anything else to add?

They did a study at one of the more
prominent recovery centers. Lawyers
who had come to their facility for treatment were asked what the single greatest
barrier to reaching out for help was.
Eighty-five percent of these lawyers
answered by saying they thought they
could handle the situation themselves. I
agree. That is the biggest barrier.
I think from my experience that there
is this success barrier. People who are
SPRING 2005 • MAINE BAR JOURNAL
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attracted to law school have gone through
some successful periods in their lives.
What is contributing to that success? It is
their brain and application of effort and
tenacity. Most of these attributes are not
initially helpful when it comes to substance
abuse and mental health recovery.
Lawyers think they can apply the
same formula to a substance abuse or
mental health issue and, of course, it
involves brain chemistry and that doesn’t
do it. It causes pain to the individuals
going through it, to their families, and
to their profession. It’s racked with pain.
But these diseases are all treatable. That’s
the beauty and hope of it all. ◗

MSBA Summer
Meeting Highlights
There’s more to the MSBA
Summer Meeting on June 23–25
than relaxing in beautiful Bar
Harbor, convivial company, and a
great family barbecue.
For instance, here are some nononsense seminar subjects:
• Maine’s New Securities Law for
Business
• Mediating the Billion Dollar
Case
• Class Action Wage Claims
• Technology for Business
Litigators
• Family Court Overview
• Changes to the Maine Bar Rules
• Lawyers Running for the
Legislature
• The Connection Between Animal
Cruelty and Human Violence
• Disability Insurance and ERISA
• Using spreadsheets in preparing
damage claims
• Advising Businesses Dealing with
Financially Troubled Customers
• Changes in MaineCare after the
2005 Budget
• Ethics: New Rules on
Commencement of Representation
SO: WATCH YOUR MAIL!
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The MSBA’s Silent Partners program offers low-key assistance to lawyers in dealing with problems in substantive and administrative areas of
the law where there may be a lack of familiarity or comfort, where some
help and guidance would benefit both the practitioner and the client.
The coordinator has a list of attorneys associated with organizations,
sections, and committees who are willing to provide help. The program
provides confidentiality recognized by the Supreme Judicial Court in
Maine bar Rule 7.3(o).
Areas of law in which we can provide guidance and assistance include:
Admiralty Law
Appellate Practice
Bankruptcy
Business Associations (Corporation/
Partnership)
Civil Rights/Discrimination
Collections
Commercial and Consumer Law
Criminal Law
District Court Practice
Economics and the Practice of Law
Education law
Elder Law
Employment Law
Engineering
Ethics
Family Law

General Practice
Gender Bias
Immigration law
Intellectual Property
Labor and Employment Law
Litigation
Mediation
Medical Malpractice
Municipal Law
Natural Resources/Environmental
Law
Probate Law
Real Estate
Tax Law
Trademark
Social Security Disability
Workers Compensation

To learn more, call Kevin M. Cuddy, Esq., Silent Partners Assistance
Coordinator, at 207-942-2898.
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MSBA CLE Club*
Simply pay the membership fee of $185 and become
eligible for 12 months of drastically reduced registration
fees for seminars produced by the Maine State Bar Association.
The cost of a full-day program, regularly $155, drops to
$80 for CLE Club Members.
The price of half-day programs is reduced from $135 to
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The Maine State Bar Association provides members with
multiple opportunities to learn about the current changes
in the law and to earn required CLE credits.
IVE S
SEMINARS
EMINARS
LLIVE

May 12

May 20

May 25

Sept. 15

Sept. 22

Sept. 30

RELAYS
IDEO R
VVIDEO
ELAYS

Solo and Small Firm
Symposium
featuring Jay Foonberg
Augusta Civic Center Augusta
Credits: Earn up to 5.5 CLE
Credits with the
opportunity to earn
Ethics/Prof. Resp.
Electronic Discovery
Augusta Civic Center Augusta
Credits: 5.50 CLE Credits
Maximizing Business
and Legal Department
Performace Through
Dispute-WiseSM Business
Management
Double Tree Hotel - Portland
Credits: 1.0 CLE Credits
Administering the Small
Estate
Augusta Civic Center Augusta
Credits: TBA
ADR
Augusta Civic Center Augusta
Program agenda
and CLE credits to be
announced.
PEG - Winning Case
Settlement: Doing
Best What You Do Most
Four Points Sheraton - Bangor
Credits: TBA

May 11

May 19

Ethics Training for Staff
Video Replay: Northeastland
Hotel - Presque Isle
Credits: 3.0 CLE Credits
(ALL ETHICS)
Advanced Family Law Litigating Financial Issues
Video Replay: Double Tree
Hotel - Portland
Credits: 5.0 CLE Credits
(1.0 Ethics/Prof. Resp.)

June 8

Ethics Training for Staff
Video Replay: Cliff House Ogunquit
Credits: 3.0 CLE Credits (ALL
ETHICS)

June 8

Credibility and Cross
Examination - Irving Younger
Video Replay: Cliff House Ogunquit
Credits: 3.0 CLE Credits

June 9

Legal Year in Review
Video Replay: Cliff House Ogunquit
Credits: 3.0 CLE Credits (1.0
Ethics/Prof. Resp.)

June 9

Hearsay - Irving Younger
Video Replay: Cliff House Ogunquit
Credits: 3.0 CLE Credits

June 10

Solo & Small Firm
Video Replay: Augusta Civic
Center
Credits: ?????

June 10

Topics to be determined
Video Replay: Augusta Civic
Center
Credits: ?????

June 16

Advanced Family Law Litigating Financial Issues
Video Replay: Black Bear Inn
- Orono
Credits: 5.0 CLE Credits (1.0
Ethics/Prof. Resp.)

June 16

Uniform Trust Code
Video Replay: Black Bear Inn
- Orono
Credits: 6.50 CLE Credits
(.5 Ethics/Prof. Resp.)

July 13

Advanced Family Law Litigating Financial Issues
Video Replay: Northeastland
Hotel - Presque Isle
Credits: 5.0 CLE Credits (1.0
Ethics/Prof. Resp.)

Sept. 13

Electronic Discovery
Video Replay: Hutchinson
Center - Belfast
Credits: 5.50 CLE Credits

Sept. 28

Electronic Discovery
Video Replay: Hilton Garden
Inn - Auburn
Credits: 5.50 CLE Credits

ELEPHONE S
TTELEPHONE
SEMINARS
EMINARS

May 19

Trademark Law for the
General Practitioner
Telephone Seminar
Credits: 2.0 CLE Credits

May 25

Maximizing Business
and Legal Department
Performace Through DisputeWiseSM Business Management
Telephone Seminar
Credits: 1.0 CLE Credits

June 10

MaineCare - Critical
statutory changes you need to
know before you advise your
client on estate matters!
Telephone Seminar
Credits: 2.0 CLE Credits

For a complete listing of additional programs, including
County Bar Programs and Satellite Programs, LegalSpan
online programs, check our website at www.mainebar.org
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Carl: 10 hours, 11 sources, 6 bathroom breaks

You: One click on ResultsPlus®
ResultsPlus puts a powerful law library behind your Westlaw® search, suggesting
analytical materials relevant to your search topic. One click and your research may
already be done! Get the right answer faster with ResultsPlus, exclusively on
westlaw.com®. Maybe someone should tell Carl.
Now for individual cases, too!
Visit westlawresultsplus.com or call the
West Reference Attorneys at 1-800-207-9378 and enter 68121.
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